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Junc 2009 

A modern containPr terminal is a highly sophisticated operation of interacting proeesses, each 
of which may become a bottleneck at any moment in time. Some of the most important 
processes are the allocation of vessels to the quay wall for berthing, and of Qnay Cranes to the 
va.rious vesscls , the a::;signment of horizonta.l transporten; to move the containen; betwccn the 
qnay and the tempornry storage locations in the yard, the stacking of containers in the yard, 
trying to avoid container reshuffles as much as possibk, and a smooth interface toot.her modes of 
transportation to the hinterland. The efficient use of t ime and ma.terials during these operations 
is of constant concern . Ea.ch vessel is dividcd in bays. The work for ea.ch bay consists of first 
discharging a nulllber of containers frorn it. , aft.er which containers are loaded again. A Quay 
Crane moves from bay to bay to perfonn the clischa.rging and loading ta8ks. When Straddle 
Carriers are used for the horizontal transportation, it is common practicc to assign a Straddle 
Carrier to one particnlar Qua.y Crane to transfer the containers between that Quay Crane and 
the Yard. Sincc the loading and dischargiug part for a bay are seµarat.ed in time, a Straddle 
CarriPr trnvels empty half the time. It conld prove more efficierit. if Straddle Carriers serve two 
Quay Cra.nes at the same time whcn the cranes are moving container:,; in opposite directiou. A 
Straddle Carrier can now pick up a container at one Quay Crane, transport it. to the Yard and 
move a container from the Yard to the quay for the other Quay Crane, possibly resulting in a 
lower cnnmlative clistance travelecl. 

Al'.isignmeut 
Develop a, heuristic which is fast and efficient to rninirnize t he trnveled c.listancc of the Straddle 
Carriers when serving 2 Qnay Cranes, by assigning jobs to the Quay Crnnes in the most favorable 
order. Invcstigatc how well this henristic performs in practical situations of around 20 bays that 
have to be serviced. 

Prof.dr.ir. J.T. Udding 

Systems 

Engineering Department of Mechanica! Engineering 
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Summary 

Over the last few decades the container transhipment industry has grown to a worldwide 
billion dollar industry. A vital part of this industry is the container terminal, where containers 
are transferred between the sea and landside. With the ever increasing energy costs, terminal 
operators are forced to optimize their processes to stay competitive. A key operation within 
the terminal is the discharging and loading of containers from and into a vessel. A vessel docks 
for a contractually agreed service window in which the containers have to be discharged and 
loaded. During the service window the operator has the ability to put his available resources 
to an efficient use. The operators should be cautious with the available time because high 
penalties are imposed when the service window is exceeded. 

Containers are discharged from and loaded into the vessels by Quay Cranes. A Quay Crane 
alternates between long periods in which containers are discharged and long periods in which 
containers are loaded. The containers are transferred between the quay and the yard by 
Straddle Carriers. The transfer of containers represents a large distance. In the current 
dispatching strategy, a Straddle Carrier will only serve one Quay Crane at a time. Since 
Quay Cranes are either discharging or loading for a long period of time, a Straddle Carrier 
will either travel without a container from the yard to the quay ( discharging) or from the 
quay to the yard (loading). This results in the Straddle Carriers traveling without a container 
for 50 percent of the distance. 

To reduce the empty traveled distance, and hence the total distance required to service a 
vessel, a new dispatching strategy is proposed. In this policy Straddle Carriers have the 
ability to serve two Quay Cranes at a time. If one Quay Crane is discharging while another 
one is loading a Straddle Carrier can travel with a container in both directions. The new 
policy will result in a reduced or equal distance. However, the time schedule for the minimal 
distance rarely coincides with the time schedule with the minimal completion. Therefore, an 
optimal schedule must to be found, one with a minimal distance and a completion time that 
does not exceed the contractually agreed service window. 

For problems of a size conform the size of the large vessels which doek in a terminal, it is 
not possible to calculate the optimal schedule due to a lack of calculation power. Therefore, 
a heuristic is developed to find a (near) optimal time schedule. Using smaller problems, the 
behavior of the heuristic is assessed to make an extrapolation of the behavior when applied 
to larger problems. 

The heuristic is based on the Simulated Annealing algorithm which is refined by some ad
ditions. The performance of the heuristic is promising and relationships between the con
vergence of the heuristic and the characteristics of the solution space have been established. 
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Vlll Summary 

However, the characteristics of the solution space are defined by the terminal variables, the 
containers which have to be discharged and loaded from the vessel and the positions of these 
containers in the yard. The relationship between the solution space and the terminal variables 
is very complex and has not been established. Therefore, to make a meaningful statement 
concerning the extrapolation of the behavior of the heuristic, when applied to large vessels, 
further investigation into the relationship between the solution space and the terminal vari
able is required. Further research may provide useful insights to this problem and could result 
in new statements regarding the extrapolation of the behavior of the heuristic and therefore 
better adapt the heuristic to larger vessels. 



Samenvatting 

In de afgelopen decennia is het transport van goederen in containers uitgegroeid tot een 
wereldwijde milj arden industrie. Een essentieel onderdeel van deze industrie zijn de container 
terminals, waar containers worden uitgewisseld tussen de zee- en landzijde. Door de constant 
stijgende energie prijzen zijn terminal operators genoodzaakt om hun processen t e optimalis
eren om concurrerend te blijven . Een van de belangrijkste activiteiten binnen een terminal , 
is het lossen en laden van containers van en in de schepen. Schepen meren aan voor een con
tractueel vastgelegde service periode, waarin de containers moeten worden geladen en gelost. 
Binnen deze periode heeft de terminal operator de vrijheid om zijn beschikbare middelen zo 
efficient mogelijk te gebruiken. De operators moeten voorzichtig zijn met beschikbare service 
periode, aangezien een overschrijding van deze periode een hoge boete tot gevolg heeft . 

Containers worden gelost van en geladen in de schepen door Quay Cranes. Een Quay wisselt 
af tussen lange periodes waar containers gelost worden met lange periodes waarin containers 
geladen worden. De containers worden tussen de kade en de yard getransporteerd door 
Straddle Carriers. Het transporteren van de containers vertegenwoordigd een grote afstand . 
In de huidige dispatching strategie zijn Straddle Carriers maar aan n Quay Crane toegewezen. 
Aangezien de Quay Cranes of aan het laden of aan het lossen zijn voor een lange periode, zal 
een Straddle zonder container rijden van de yard naar de kade (lossen) of van de kade naar 
de yard (laden). Daardoor wordt 50 procent van de afstand door Straddle Carriers zonder 
container afgelegd . 

Om de leeg afgelegde afstand te reduceren, en hiermee de tot ale afstand die nodig is om een 
schip te laden en lossen , is er een nieuwe dispatching strat egie voorgesteld. In deze strategie 
hebben Straddle Carriers de mogelijkheid om twee Quay Cranes te gelijk te bedienen. Als 
n Quay Crane aan het lossen is terwijl een andere aan het laden is kan de Straddle Carrier 
in beide richtingen met een container rijden. Met deze strategie zal de afgelegde afstand 
verminderen of gelijk blijven. Echter , het tijd schema dat resulteert in de minimale afstand 
komt zelden overeen met het schema met de minimale service tijd . Daarom moet er een 
optimaal schema gevonden worden , dat een minimale afstand heeft zonder dat de contractueel 
overeengekomen service periode wordt overschreden. 

Voor problemen van een grote gelijk aan de grootste schepen die in de terminal aanmeren, is 
het niet mogelijk om de optimale oplossing exact te bereken door een gebrek aan rekenkracht. 
Daarom is er een heuristiek ontwikkeld om een (bijna) optimaal tijd schema te vinden. Het 
gedrag van de heuristiek is bestudeerd op kleine problemen , waarvan de optimale oplossing 
wel kan worden berekend, zodat een extrapolatie kan worden gedaan naar het gedrag op grote 
problemen. 
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Deze heuristiek is gebaseerd op het Simulated Annealing algoritme en verfijnd met enkele 
toevoeging. De prestaties van de heuristiek zijn veelbelovend en er zijn relaties tussen het 
convergeren van de heuristiek en de karakteristieken van de oplossingsruimte vastgesteld. 
Echter, de karakteristieken van de oplossingsruimte worden bepaald door de terminal vari
abelen: de containers die van het schip moeten worden geladen en gelost en de positie van 
deze containers in de yard. De relatie tussen de oplossingsruimte en de terminal variabelen 
is er complex en is nog niet gevonden. Om een zinnige uitspraak te doen over de extrapo
latie van het gedrag van de heuristiek, wanneer deze wordt toegepast op grote schepen, zal 
er een vervolg onderzoek moeten worden gedaan naar de relatie tussen de oplossingsruimte 
en de terminal variabelen. Dit onderzoek zou nuttige inzichten kunnen verschaffen in dit 
probleem en kunnen resulteren in nieuwe uitspraken over de extrapolatie van het gedrag van 
de heuristiek. Daardoor zal de heuristiek beter aangepast kunnen worden aan grote schepen. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Over the past few decades, container transshipment has grown to a world wide billion dollar 
industry. The moving of these containers is very energy consuming. With the ever increasing 
energy costs, involved parties are forced to optimize their processes to stay competitive. 
Therefore, a constant effort is made to put labor and materials to an efficient use. 

1.1 Problem description 

A key element within the transshipment process is the container terminal, where containers 
are transferred between the sea- and landside. Activities within a container terminal can be 
divided in roughly four types of container moves: between a vessel and the quay, between the 
quay and the yard, within the yard and between the hinterland and the yard. The research 
provided focuses on the movement of containers between the vessel and the yard. 
A vessel docks for a predetermined service window which is established in a contract between 
the shipping companies and the port operator. Within this service window a number of con
tainers must be transferred between the vessel and the quay by Quay Cranes. It is critica! to 
finish within the service window because high penalties are imposed to the terminal operator 
if the predetermined time window is exceeded. It is in the interest of the terminal operator to 
make optimal use of the resources available within the time window. Recent research [Mia06] 
[Xu06] [Par03] focuses on the decrease of the discharge and loading time by devising optimal 
Quay Crane schedules and therefore reducing the service time. However, after a contract has 
been established, no profit is gained by the terminal operator if the vessel is served within a 
smaller time window than was agreed upon in contract. 

In Figure 1.1, an overview of a container terminal is given. On a vessel, containers are stacked 
in bays. For each bay, a number of containers have to be discharged and loaded by a Quay 
Crane. The transport of containers between the Quay and the Yard or vice versa is done by 
horizontal transport units (HTU) which are either Straddle Carriers or Prime Movers. The 
transfer of containers between the Quay and the Yard represents a large distance. In the 
current dispatching strategy, an HTU will only serve one Quay Crane at a time. Containers 
are discharged and loaded sequentially for each bay, resulting in the HTU traveling without 
a container for at least 50 percent of that distance. 

1 



2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

Figure 1.1: Overview of a container terminal 

To reduce the distance traveled by the HTU, a new dispatching policy, where HTU have 
the possibility to serve 2 Quay Cranes, is proposed in this research. In the event that two 
Quay Cranes are moving containers in opposite directions, a HTU can travel with a con
tainer from the quay to the yard and back while it is serving both quay cranes. This strategy 
will reduce the percentage of empty traveled distance and therefore the total distance traveled. 

The ability for HTU to serve two Quay Cranes depends on the time windows when con
tainers are moved in opposite directions, i.e. one Quay Crane is loading while another one 
is discharging. The loading and discharging times for each Quay Crane are based on a time 
schedule. This schedule contains the list of bays served by each Quay Crane and their corre
sponding start times. 

1.2 Research Objective 

The aim of this research is to find a time schedule resulting in the shortest total distance 
traveled by the HTU without exceeding the given service window. Due to the complexity of 
the scheduling problem, it is generally not possible to compute the exact solution within a 
reasonable amount of time. Therefore, the goal of this research is to device a heuristic which 
finds a (near) optimal solution in an acceptable calculation time. 

The basis of every heuristic is a cost function. In this case, the distance traveled by the HTU. 
Depending on the time schedule, there can be a number of time intervals where Quay Cranes 
move containers in opposite directions and the new dispatching policy can be applied. A 
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model is devised which converts the given time schedule and the positions of the containers 
into the total traveled distance of the HTU. 

As a framework for the heuristic, the Simulated Annealing algorithm is used (also proposed 
in previous research regarding the minimization of the completion time [Xu06]). To tailor the 
algorithm to the scheduling problem, some additions are made with the intention to increase 
the performance. The influence of a number of parameters involved with the basic algorithm 
and these additions are examined. 

To determine the amount of calculation time required to acquire an acceptable solution, small 
problems are examined of which the optimal solution can be determined. Using the results 
from these simulations an extrapolation is made to make an estimate for problems of a size 
conform the large vessels which doek in the terminal. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

In Chapter 2, an overview is given of a container terminal and the components of interests 
involved. The current single cycle dispatching strategy is compared with the proposed double 
cycle dispatching strategy and the conditions are discussed in which the new strategy is 
preferable. 

For modeling purposes, a number of assumptions are made to simplify the scheduling problem. 
Chapter 3 discusses these assumptions and the constructed model capable of calculating 
the distance associated with a given time schedule. Furthermore an exhaustive method is 
presented. This method is used to calculate the exact solution of relatively small problems. 
These exact solutions are used to asses the performance of the heuristic. 

In Chapter 4, the correctness of the model is validated using a set of cases. 

The heuristic based on the Simulated Annealing algorithm is presented in Chapter 5. The 
basic algorithm is extended with the addition of an Evolution Schedule to increase the con
vergence speed to the desired solution. 

The performance of the heuristic is discussed in Chapter 6. Various job set sizes are used to 
find a relationship between the job set size and the performance. An effort is made to find 
the optimal values for the parameters involved with the heuristic. Equally, the influence of 
the vessel and yard layout on the performance is demonstrated. 

Finally, in Chapter 7 the conclusions from this research and the recommendations for future 
research are stated. 
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Chapter 2 

The container terminal 

Ina container terminal, container movements are conducted by various means of transporta
tion. These movements all have a common goal: transfer containers between the seaside and 
the hinterland or between two vessels. The layout of a terminal is based on the efficient 
execution of these operations. Aside from the physical layout of the terminal, the policies 
used for the dispatching of equipment are key factors in the efficiency of the terminal. 
In section 2.1, the terminal operations with the associated elements of interest for this re
search are described. The current dispatching policy for the dispatching policy of horizontal 
transport units and a new dispatching policy proposed in this thesis are described in section 
2.2. 

2.1 Terminal Operations 

As depicted in Figure 2.1, a container terminal can be divided into roughly three sections. 
The first section is the quay. This is the area where vessels berth and Quay Cranes load and 
discharge containers from the vessels. HTU pick up the containers and move them to and from 
the second section: the yard. The yard is the area where containers are temporarily stacked 
before they are moved to the quay to be loaded onto a vessel, or to the third section. In 
the third section containers are transferred between the yard and trains or lorries, connecting 
the terminal to the hinterland. This research focuses on the activities at the quay and the 
transportation between the quay and the yard. The transportation to and from the hinterland 
is of no interest in this thesis and will be ignored. The elements involved in these container 
movements are described below. 

Straddle Carriers are man operated autonomous vehicles responsible for the horizontal 
transport of containers. An SC can pick up a container and stack it up to three high due 
to the height of the SC. An SC can only move over the container in the length of the container. 

Prime Movers can either be man operated (lorries) or fully automated (Automated Guided 
Vehicles) and are also responsible for the horizontal transport of containers. In contrast to 
a Straddle Carrier, a Prime Mover requires a vertical transport unit (Quay Crane or a Yard 
Stacker) to be loaded or unloaded. 
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Figure 2.1: Terminal layout 

Quay Cranes are responsible for moving containers from the vessels to the quay ( discharging) 
and vice versa (loading). QC's are mounted on rails and therefore, can only move alongside 
the quay and cannot overtake each other , referred to as the non-crossing constraint. In this 
report QC's are numbered increasing from left to right. Over the length, vessels are divided in 
bays which are also numbered increasing from left to right. From a bay a number of containers 
are to be discharged, after which a number of containers are to be loaded into the bay. The 
sequential discharging and loading of a bay is referred to as a job. Jobs on a vessel are also 
numbered increasing from left to right, resulting in the numbering depicted in Figure 2.2. 
The workload of job i is expressed in the number of containers that need to be discharged 
(Nd;,) and the number of containers that need to be loaded (N4)- Each job corresponds to a 
QC position along the quay, occupied by a QC for a period in which no other QC can travel 
via that position. Once a job is started a QC will finish the job without interruption. This 
is referred to as jobs being non-preemptive. Due to the dimensions of the QC's, a minimal 
distance of one bay must be kept between them at all time. This is referred to as the vicinity 
constraint. 

Figure 2.2: The numbering of Quay Cranes and Jobs 

When a container is discharged, it is lifted from the bay and dropped below the crane. De-
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pending on the type of horizontal transport, the container is either dropped at the buffer on 
the quay below the QC to be picked up by a SC or it is loaded onto a PM. The use of PM re
quires synchronization between the moment a container is discharged and a PM arrives. The 
same can be said for containers which are loaded into the vessel. In the new policy, where 
HTU serve two QC for a period of time, this might impose a problem since the arrival times 
of PM's at a QC will have more variance. This could result in an undesired low utilization of 
the QC's. To avoid this problem it is assumed that the horizontal movement of containers is 
clone by SC's enabling the QC to drop off or pick up containers at the buffer at any suitable 
moment in time. The proposed policy might still be valid if PM's are used for the horizontal 
movement. However, a study must be clone to their arrival times. 

The Yard is the area where containers are temporarily stacked before they are moved to the 
next mode of transportation. In the yard containers, are stacked in lanes which can only be 
entered by SC's from both ends of the lane. To move to a different lane the SC must first 
exit the lane from one of these ends before entering the other lane. 

2.2 Policy 

In general, each vessel is served by at least two QC's. Each QC requires the services of SC's. 
How many SC's are assigned to each QC and for which time period is determined using an 
assignment policy. Policies for the assignment of SC's to QC's all try to match two condi
tions: the utilization of QC's is a 100 percent and the number of SC's used is minimal. The 
required number of SC's is proportional to the traveled distance required to service the vessel. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that devising a policy which minimizes the distance will 
result in minimizing the number of required SC's. 

In the most common policies, an SC is assigned to only one QC. As mentioned in section 
2.1, the discharge and loading part of a job are executed sequentially. Therefore, an SC will 
either transport containers from the quay to the yard or from the yard to the quay. In this 
policy, a typical SC discharging cycle will be to pick up a container at the quay, drive to the 
yard loaded, drop the container at the yard and drive back to the quay empty. During this 
cycle, the SC will travel half the distance loaded and the other half empty. This policy will 
be referred to as single cycling(SiCy). In Figure 2.3, the routing of the SC's resulting from 
this policy is depicted. Containers discharged from the same bay are assumed to be stacked 
clustered within the yard. The same is assumed for containers loaded into the same bay. This 
is a reasonable assumption for gate terminals, where containers are transferred between the 
hinterland and the seaside. Ina transhipment terminal, where containers are also transferred 
between vessels, this assumption is less evident. Based on this assumption, bay i is associ
ated with two yard positions: Y C½ and Y4 respectively for the containers to be discharged 
or loaded in bay i. The distance traveled by containers between the two yard positions and 
the quay position of bay i are now defined as Ddi and Dk In reality, the distance traveled 
for each container cannot be identical for it is physically impossible to stack more than three 
containers at the same position. However, the difference in distance between the clustered 
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containers is insignificant compared to the distance traveled between such a cluster and the 
QC. 

_. ........... , 
Loading 

1111111,I 

Discharging 

111 

Empty 
Loaded 

Figure 2.3: Current policy: Single Cycling 

This assumption on the position of containers within the yard is key for the use of the new 
policy. To decrease the distance traveled by SC's, the serving of two QC's in one cycle is 
proposed. If two adjacent QC's are moving containers in opposite directions, one is loading 
while the other one is discharging, SC's can serve both QC's under the condition that the 
total distance traveled is reduced compared to the single cycle policy. The new cycle of an SC 
will be to pick up a container at the discharging QC, drive loaded to the position in the yard 
where the container is dropped off, drive empty to the position of the container that needs to 
be loaded, drive back loaded to the quay to drop the container at the loading QC and drive 
empty to the discharging QC to restart the cycle. This policy will be referred to as double 
cycling or DoCy. In Figure 2.4, the new routing is depicted where the solid lines represent 
the distances traveled while loaded and the dashed lines, distances while traveled empty. 

The DoCy policy is applicable in periods where containers are moved in opposite direction by 
two adjacent QC's. The determination of these periods is clone using a QC time schedule. A 
QC time schedule defines the start and end times of all jobs and which QC they are handled 
by. The policy for each QC is to start the next job immediately after the current job is 
finished, unless another QC blocks the acces to the position at the quay i.e. a positive time 
difference between the end time of one job and the start time of the next job, which are 
both handled by the same QC, can only occur due toa delay enforced by the non-crossing or 
vicinity constraint. 
In Figure 2.5, the graphical representation of a typical QC time schedule is depicted. In the 
schedule, 4 jobs are handled by 2 QC's. A job i consists of a discharging part di (clark grey) 
and a loading part li (light grey.) These times are stored in the mapping DL. The mapping 
DL defines the loading and discharging times for all the bays, where DL{i) defines the pair 
of times (di, li) associated with bay i. Jobs J1 and J2 are assigned to QC1 and job j3 and j4 
to QC2. The discharging of j 1 is shorter then j3, leading to QC1 starting to load while QC2 
is still discharging. In the period after the switch of QC1, marked with the dashed lines, the 
double cycle policy can be applied. Due to the vicinity constraint, QC1 has to wait before 
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Figure 2.4: New policy: Double Cycling 

starting J2 until QC2 finishes j3. 
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DC' 

Interval 

9 

Figure 2.5: Time schedule in which the double cycle policy could be applied during the interval 
where QC1 and QC2 move containers in opposite directions (marked with dashed lines). 

With the information from the QC time schedule and DL, the distances traveled by the SC's 
can be determined. Within the time schedule, two types of periods can be distinguished: 
periods where the double cycle policy can and where it cannot be applied . For the periods 
where it cannot be applied, the distance traveled by the SC is calculated by multiplying the 
distance between the bay and the corresponding yard position with the number of containers 
which are discharged (2.1) or loaded (2.2) within the period, SCd;, and SC4 respectively. For 
the periods, DCij, where a choice between the double or the single cycle policy has to be 
made, equation 2.3 is evaluated. If the equation holds the distance traveled using the DoCy 
policy is shorter. If the equation does not hold, the SiCy policy is preferable. Equation 2.4 
is the resulting equation applied in the programming code. The Matlab file, which calculates 
the distance of a QC time schedule as described, can be found in Appendix A. l. 

2 * SCd;, * Dd;, (2.1) 
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2 * SC4 * D4 (2.2) 

2 * (Ddi + Dli ) > Ddi + Dli + DQij + D Y;,j 

Ddi + Dli > DQij + DY;,j (2.3) 

(2.4) 

The total distance t raveled for the discharging and loading of the vessel is dependent on the 
QC time schedule (with the corresponding intervals DCó ) and the positions of the containers 
within the yard. To determine the QC t ime schedule, resulting in the shortest t raveled 
distance, a model is presented in the following chapter. This model is particulary suitable 
for making permutations from one schedule to another. For the calculation of the traveled 
distance, the QC time schedule is still required. Therefore, a transformation between the new 
schedule and a QC time schedule is presented . 



Chapter 3 

Model 

The double cycle principle presented in the previous chapter is applicable depending on the 
QC time schedule. To find a time schedule corresponding to a short distance traveled by the 
SC's, a heuristic is presented in Chapter 5. A heuristic is a method to find a (near) optimal 
solution with reduced computational effort in comparison to the exhaustive method, where 
all possible solutions are evaluated. For the evaluation of these solutions, it is unnecessary to 
use all information concerning the terminal. Therefore, the key properties of the terminal are 
captured in a model which is presented in this chapter. For simplification reasons, the model 
is defined using a set of assumptions which are described in section 3.1. These assumptions 
concern the yard layout, SC's, QC's and jobs. 
In section 3.3 the exhaustive method is presented which determines the traveled distance 
for all possible schedules. From these values the minimum value for the distance traveled 
is obtained which is used to assess the performance of the heuristic. For the systematic 
generation of all these schedules or the transition between schedules used within the heuristic, 
the QC time schedule as presented in the previous chapter is not suitable. Therefore, a new 
representation, which is suitable for both the generation of all possible schedules and the 
permutation between two schedules, is presented in section 3.2. The QC time schedule is still 
required to calculate the distance associated with the schedule. The required translation from 
the new representation toa QC time schedule to determine the distance traveled by the SC's 
is also presented in this section. 

3.1 Assumptions 

A container terminal is a complex combination of elements. For the sake of this research , not 
all aspects of these elements are of interest while some aspects need simplification to make 
the model workable. For the calculation of an optimal schedule, variations in the transfer 
times of containers between the quay and the vessel by quay cranes or the driving times of 
the SC's are not taken into account. The more specific assumptions are described below. 

11 
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Container distribution 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, it is assumed that containers discharged from or loaded 
into the same bay are clustered together within the yard. Bay i is therefore associated with 
two positions within the yard ( Y<.4 and Y4) and two corresponding distances (D<.4 and D4). 
Because containers are clustered together, the decision can be made whether to use the single 
or the double cycle policy for the entire period two QC's are moving containers in opposite 
directions. During that period, those two distances can be used for the discharging or loading 
of the containers and it is only necessary to evaluate (2.3) once. This greatly reduces the 
computational time required in comparison to evaluating each container individually. 

Quay Cranes 

The set up time (including the travel t ime in between bays) of QC's is small in comparison 
to the time spent discharging and loading containers and is therefore ignored. 

Straddle Carriers 

Since the interest of this research focuses on the distance traveled by the SC's and not on 
the deployment of SC's, it is assumed the number of SC's is sufficient to assure a maximum 
utilization of the QC's. It is reasonable to assume that a decrease in the distance traveled 
will result in a decrease of the number of SC's required. 

3.2 Scheduling 

In section 2.2, an example of a QC time schedule has been given. This representation is not 
suitable for the systematic generation of all schedules required for the exhaustive method or 
the perturbation within the schedule required for the heuristic presented in Chapter 5. The 
new representations will be referred to as ajob-to-quay crane or JQC schedule. JQC = (A,p) 
where A is the mapping A : Js ---+ QCs assigning each individual job to a QC and p is 
a permutation of all jobs. An example of a JQC schedule is given in Figure 3.1. In this 
schedule, jobs 1,2,3 are assigned to crane 1 and jobs 4,5,6 to crane 2. The jobs are served in 
the order 2,1,3 and 6,5,4 respectively on each crane. 

[
216356] 
112122 

Figure 3.1: Example of a JQC schedule 

Together with DL, the mapping which defines the loading and discharging times for all the 
bays, the JQC can be translated into a QC time schedule by assigning start times to the 
individual jobs. This assignment is based on the following rules: 
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• Jobs assigned to one QC are sequenced in time according to their order from left to 
right in the permutation. 

• A positive time difference between the end time of one job and the next job on the same 
QC can only occur due to a delay enforced by the non-crossing or vicinity constraint. 

• Jobs are scheduled compact meaning the end time of one job and the start time of 
the subsequent job on the same QC are set equal. A left to right conflict resolution 
is applied. In the resolution the schedule is scanned from left to right. If a conflict is 
encountered due to the overlap of two jobs being in conflict with the non-crossing or 
vicinity constraint the start time of the job with the later start time is delayed until the 
end time of the job with the earlier start time. If the start time of both jobs is equal, 
the job which is to the right of the other job in the permutation is delayed. 

Below an example is given of the translation from a JQC schedule and the DL to a QC time 
schedule. Both the JQC and the DL are depicted. 

JQC = 3 4 2 l 
l 2 l 2 

DL=2641 
4 3 1 5 

The first action at every scheduling step is to select the left most jobs in the JQC schedule 
for each crane. In this case, they are jobs 3 and 4. Since the 'end time' on each QC is equal 
(t=O), the left most job has priority and therefore, job 3 is scheduled on QC1 and removed 
from the JQC. No constraints are active during this scheduling step. 

3 4 2 1 QC, 
l 2 1 2 

t--. 0 4 5 

After job 3 is removed from the JQC schedule the two left most jobs for each crane are job 2 
and 4. Although QC2 is available at t=O, job 4 cannot be scheduled until job 3 is finished due 
to the vicinity constraint. At t=5, when job 3 is finished , both QC1 and QC2 are available. 
Job 4 has priority since it is the left most job and it is scheduled on QC2 and removed from 
the JQC. 

42 1 QC, 
2 1 2 

0 4 5 6 Il 

The left most jobs in this step are the only remaining jobs 1 and 2. The end time for QC1 is 
smaller than for QC2 and since there is no constraint preventing job 2 to start, it is scheduled 
to start at t=5 and removed from the JQC. 
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4 5 6 Il 

The last remaining job, job 1, cannot be scheduled at the end time of job 4 due to the non
crossing constraint imposed by job 2. When job 2 finishes, job 1 can be scheduled and the 
transformation is complete. 

t-----+ () 4 5 6 Il 14 16 20 

In Appendix A.2 , the Matlab file, which translates a JQC schedule to a time schedule, can 
be found. 

3.3 Exhaustive method 

The exhaustive method finds the optimal solution to a problem using brute computer force. 
lt generates all possible solutions, calculates the corresponding value of the objective function 
and selects the solution with the desired value of the objective function. The advantage of 
this method is that the solution generated is the optimal solution with a 100 percent cer
tainty. The disadvantage is that for problems where the number of possible solutions grows 
exponentially with the size of the problem, such as this one, the method is only applicable to 
relatively small problems. For this problem the method is applicable for problems consisting 
of up to 8 jobs. 

In the appliance of the exhaustive method to the DoCy problem all unique JQC schedules 
are generated in order. The ordering of the JQC schedules is induced by the lexicographical 
ordering on pairs of sequences. From the first schedule in the ordering the subsequent sched
ules are generated until the final schedule in the ordering is reached. This means there is a 
function next which generates the next sequence in the lexicographical order. For example: 
given a job set consisting of 5 jobs which are handled by two QC's, the first schedule is the 
pair (11111, 12345) and the final schedule is the pair (22222, 54321). The Matlab code, which 
is used for the generation of all schedules and the determination of the optimal solution, can 
be found in Appendix A.3. 

All possible JQC schedules are evaluated to acquire two values of interest: the minimal 
completion time and the minimal distance traveled by SC's. The minimal completion time is 
the minimal period required to discharge and load all the containers from and onto a vessel 
regardless of the distance traveled by the SC's. When evaluating the performance of the 
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heuristic in Chapter 6, schedules with a completion time higher than a boundary set, relative 
to the minimal completion time, and therefore the minimal service window, will be discarded, 
regardless of the value for the distance traveled. To test the performance of the heuristic, 
the lowest value for the distance traveled achieved during a simulation is compared to the 
minimal distance. 

In the next chapter, the model described is validated using a series of tests. These tests 
include, the transformation from a JQC schedule toa time schedule, the determination of the 
overlap intervals and the choice between the single and double cycle strategy. 
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Chapter 4 

Model Validation 

The model presented in the previous chapter is transformed to a Matlab code which is val
idated in this chapter before it can be applied in the heuristic. To this end, several tests 
are conducted. In section 4.1, the transformation from a JQC schedule to a time schedule 
is validated. Several cases are examined which cover the constraints and rules involved in 
the transformation. The determination of the double cycle intervals is examined in section 
4.2. In section 4.3 the relationship between the characteristics of a job set, the collection of 
all jobs on a vessel and the proportion of the distance traveled by the SC's with the double 
cycle policy compared to the single cycle policy is examined to validate the trends of the 
model. In all examples, the distance associated with the schedules is re-calculated by hand 
for validation. 

4.1 Transformation JQC schedule to time schedule 

In section 3.2, several rules and constraints are presented concerning the transformation from 
a JQC schedule toa time schedule. To validate if the code programmed obeys these rules and 
constraints, a number of cases were simulated . For each rule or constraint, a large number of 
examples can be used. The basic scheduling rules of all these examples are covered within the 
examples presented in this section. In all cases, the program returned the expected result. 

Schedule without conflicts due to constraints 

Figure 4.1 shows the transformation of a schedule where none of the jobs are delayed due 
to a constraint. 

JQC = 1 2 3 4 QC, 
1 122 

Figure 4.1: Transformation from a JQC to a TS without an active constraint 

17 
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Non-crossing constraint 

In the transformation depicted m Figure 4.2, the non-crossing constraint is delaying the 
processing of job 2. 

JQC = 123 4 
2 1 1 1 

Figure 4.2: Transformation from a JQC to a TS with an active non-crossing constraint 

Vicinity constraint 

In the transformation depicted in Figure 4.3, the vicinity constraint is delaying the processing 
of job 2. 

JQC = 123 4 
1222 

1 
1 
1 

QC, 1 
- 1 

Figure 4.3: Transformation from a JQC to a TS with an active vicinity constraint 

Delay based on permutation order 

In the transformations depicted in Figure 4.4, an example of a delay based on the permutation 
order is shown. After job 4 is completed, both job 2 and 3 can be executed. Based on the 
permutation order, job 2 is scheduled before job 3 in the first schedule and vice versa in the 
second schedule. 

JQC =4 2 3 1 
1 121 

JQC =4 3 2 1 
121 1 

1 

QC, ~ 
1 

QC, 
Il -

Figure 4.4: Transformations from a JQC to a TS with different priorities 
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4.2 Determining overlap intervals 

The double cycle policy is applicable if two QC's are moving containers in opposite directions. 
In a time schedule these are the moments when a discharging part executed on one QC overlaps 
with a loading part on a different QC. In Table 4.1, a list of all possible overlap cases is given, 
here Si, mi and ei are the start, switch between discharging and loading and the end time 
respectively for job i. In Figure 4.5, a graphical representation of each overlap is given. The 
intervals are presented according to the order in Table 4.1, where the first 4 overlap cases 
belong to an overlap of a discharging period on QC1 with a loading period on QC2 and the 4 
remaining cases with a loading period on QC1 with a discharging period on QC2. The Matlab 
code, which determines the overlap intervals based on the QC time schedule, is validated for 
all these configurations. 

m · > s · and m · > e · J-i i _J 

m · > s· and m · > m · < e· J-i J- i -J 

m· < s· < e· and m · > e· J - i - J i -J 

m · < s · < e · and m · > m · < e · J-i-J J- i -J 

s · > m · and s · < e· < m · J- i J- i _ J 

s · > m· and e· > m · J- i i _ J 

s · < m· < m · and s · < e· < m · J- i_ J J - i _ J 

s · < m · < m · and e · > m · J- i _ J i_ J 

Table 4.1: Possible overlap cases 

- - - -- -
(a) Discha rging on QC, overlapping with Loading on Q C2 

- - - -- - -
(b) Loading on QC, overlapping with discharging on QC2 

Figure 4.5: Examples of the overlap cases given in Table 4.1 

4.3 Trends 

The examples in the previous sections demonstrated the correct scheduling of jobs and the de
termination of the overlap intervals. However, expected trends are not involved. To this end, 
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the relation between the characteristics of a job set and the ratio between the distance with the 
double cycle policy and the single cycle policy is examined. Given a job set (J1 , J2, .. Jn-1, Jn) 
with an even number of jobs and consisting of identical jobs, except for j 1 which has no 
discharging part and Jn which has no loading part. The jobs are divided equally over the two 
QC's in such a way that the jobs can be scheduled without any delay occurring due to the 
non-crossing or vicinity constraint and job J1 is scheduled as the first job on QC1 and job Jn 
is scheduled as the final job on QC2. This schedule method will result in the optimal period 
in which the cranes are moving in opposite directions with the given job set. In Figure 4.6, an 
example is given of the schedule resulting from a job set consisting of 6 jobs. The yard layout 
is chosen to ensure the DoCy policy always represents a distance reduction in comparison to 
the SiCy policy and therefore the maximization of the overlap time will result in the optimal 
distance. 

i~"'~~'N~v •~~ ~,~~t~ 
, , .Lf-?._ .. .; i. .-·•-:. .. ~ ...... ,~:""' 

~1 ~r-'~ l~ "t:'~~ ~~ ~ 
,~.;Ç .. _~,,__ i .. ,, lt ...... ~. ·T"_'iil,.-~.{1~'L~ 

Figure 4.6: Example of a schedule where all jobs are identical ( except for J1 and Jn which have 
no loading and discharge part respectively) and are scheduled without any active constraints. 

The ratio between the discharging and the loading part is defined as DLrat = DiLi. If DLrat 
equals 1, the discharging and loading part 'interlock' perfectly (the switching between loading 
and discharging on both cranes is simultaneously but opposite) resulting in the overlap time 
being equal to the completion time, see Figure 4.7. The optimal solution for a range of 
ratios between the discharging and loading part is calculated using the exhaustive method. 
To compare the results between the different ratios, the optimal distance is divided by the 
distance resulting from the appliance of the SiCy policy. In Figure 4.8, the results from 
the simulations are depicted. As expected, the value of DistsiCy/ Distopt increases as DLrat 
approaches 1. 

Figure 4.7: Overlap time equal to the completion time for DLrat = 1 
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Figure 4.8: Correlation between DLrat and DistsiCy/D istopt for ajob set (j1 , J2,--Jn-l ,Jn) 
with an even number of jobs and consisting of identical jobs, except j 1 which has no discharg
ing part and Jn which has no loading part. 
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Chapter 5 

Heuristic 

The exhaustive method defined in the previous chapter is only suitable for solving problems 
with a relatively small size. In this chapter, a heuristic is presented which can solve problems 
of a size equal to the large container vessels which berth in the container terminals, with a 
relative small computational effort. The basis of the heuristic is the Simulated Annealing (SA) 
theory which is described in section 5.1. The performance of the SA heuristic is improved 
with the addition of an Evolution Schedule (ES). Details on the ES are described in section 
5.2. 

5.1 Simulated Annealing 

SA is an optimization technique which is based on randomization. However, the technique 
also incorporates aspects related to iterative improvement. For the understanding of the SA 
technique a description of iterative improvement is given. 
The iterative improvement method involves a cost function and a genemtion mechanism, a 
program which generates a transition from a schedule to another one through a small pertur
bation. The generation mechanism defines a neighborhood consisting of all schedules which 
can be reached from a given schedule through the generation of one transition. Therefore, the 
iterative improvement method is also known as, neighborhood search or local search. The iter
ative improvement algorithm can be described as follows. From an initial schedule, a number 
of iterations are made. In each iteration, a transition is made from the current schedule to a 
new schedule. If the cost function of this new schedule is lower than the current schedule the 
algorithm accepts the new schedule. The new schedule is then used as the current schedule 
for the next iteration. If the cost function for the new schedule is higher, the new schedule 
is rejected and the current schedule is used in the next iteration. The algorithm terminates 
when the current schedule has a cost function which is lower than all schedules in its neigh
borhood, i.e. the schedule is a local or global minimum. The disadvantage of this method is 
the large probability of terminating in a local minimum. 
The SA algorithm tries to avoid this disadvantage by an addition to the iterative improve
ment method: it allows transitions to a schedule with a higher cost function under certain 
conditions. Given the transition from schedule TSi to TSj with cost function values Ci and 
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Cj respectively, then 8Cij = Cj - Ci is the corresponding transition cost. If 8Cij < 0 the tran
sition is accepted since the cost function is decreased. If 8Cij > 0 the transition is accepted 
under the condition given in Equation 5.1. Here the control parameter c > 0 determines the 
ability of the algorithm to transfer from a local minimum to another local or global minimum: 
the hill climbing ability. If the control parameter c has a high value, the value of e-8C;i/c ap
proaches 1 for relatively large values of 8Cij, making the probability of accepting a transition 
with a higher cost function large. If c approaches O the value of e-8C;i/c also approaches 0 
and the algorithm only accepts schedules with a lower cost function. During the simulation, 
the parameter c is lowered in steps decreasing the probability of accepting schedules which 
lead to an increase in the value of the cost function. Finally, c approaches O and the algorithm 
terminates when the neighborhood of the current schedule contains no more schedules with 
a lower cost function. The influence on the behavior of the algorithm due to the evolution of 
c is described in section 6.4. 

(5.1) 

As mentioned before, the two key elements of the SA algorithm are the cost function, which 
has been defined in the previous chapter as the distance traveled by the SC, and the genera
tion mechanism. The choice for the generation mechanism is based on the characteristics of 
the optimization problem and can be chosen by the user. For the heuristic in this research, the 
generation mechanism uses the JQC schedule to go from one to the next schedule. In each 
generation the following perturbation within the JQC schedule is performed. It randomly 
switches the position of two jobs within the schedule and assigns a random crane number to 
these jobs. The random crane number assignment is incorporated to prevent a fixed number 
of jobs on each crane. The Matlab code for the SA algorithm including the generation mech
anism can be found in Appendix A.5. 

The success of a heuristic strongly depends on the match between the characteristics of the 
heuristic and the solution space. Since the double cycle dispatching strategy is dependent on 
the synchronous discharging of one QC, with the loading of another QC, one change in the 
schedule can lead to a large change in the cost function. An example of this phenomenon 
is given in Figure 5.1, where a transition between two schedules is depicted. In the first 
schedule, the double cycle strategy can be applied between the start of the loading part of j4 

until the end of the loading part of j 3 . For the transition to the second schedule, j4 and J7 are 
switched and kept on QC2 . Due to this transition the double cycle dispatching strategy can 
no langer be applied. Assuming that the application of the double cycle strategy represents a 
large reduction in the distance traveled by the SC's, the transition results in a large increase 
of the cost function. In the example, the time where the double cycle strategy can be applied 
is reduced extremely. This is not representative for a typical transition during a simulation. 
However, it does illustrate the sensitivity of the cost function to transitions made by the 
generation mechanism. This sensitivity is reflected in the solution space, where aften a high 
variance in the value for the cost function is present in the schedules surrounding a given 
schedule. 
Another characteristic of the solution space for the scheduling problem is the existence of 
'traps '. A trap is a perturbation made within the schedule or a scheduling conflict present 
within the initial schedule with a negative effect on the cost function of which the probability 
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of making a perturbation which reverses this effect is small. An example of a trap in the 
scheduling problem is a QC delay due to the non-crossing constraint. In this period the 
double cycle policy cannot be applied and the idle QC has a negative effect on the completion 
time. It is highly unlikely that the (near) optima! schedule contains a delay due to the non
crossing constraint, since the traveled distance during this period is equal to the single cycle 
policy. In actual operations these delays, where an entire QC crew has to wait, are unwanted. 
The probability of accepting a perturbation which leads to a QC delay, and in most cases an 
increase of the cost function, is relatively high at the start of the simulation when the value of 
c is high. Furthermore, there are schedules which contain few periods where the double cycle 
policy can be applied or where the periods in which the double cycle policy can be applied 
the reduction of distance in comparison to the single cycle policy is small. In those cases the 
transition to a schedule with a QC delay due to the non-crossing constraint will have little 
influence on the total distance traveled. This also results in a high probability of accepting 
these perturbations. 
In contrast to the relative high probability of accepting a transition leading to an active non
crossing constraint, the probability of the reversed transition is small. There is only a limited 
number of perturbations which can reverse the delay due to the non-crossing constraint. 
Therefore, the probability of the occurrence of these perturbations is small. A trap can also 
exist due to the vicinity constraint. However, the number of perturbations which remove the 
delay due to the vicinity constraint is larger than for the non-crossing constraint. This results 
in a higher probability of the occurrence of such a perturbation. 

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the sensitivity of the solution space. 

All elements described in the previous sections are combined in an SA algorithm. In the 
initia! JQC schedule the vessel is divided in a number of sections equal to the number of 
cranes. Sections are assigned to the cranes from left to right where the left most unassigned 
section is assigned to the left most crane without jobs. Jobs are scheduled from left to right 
on each crane. The odds that the time schedule contains delay due to the non-crossing or 
vicinity constraint is highly unlikely. The generation mechanism alters the JQC schedule, 
after which the schedule is transferred into a time schedule and the distance traveled by the 
SC's is calculated. The new schedule is accepted or declined dependent on the value for the 
cost function and the evaluation of Equation 5.1. The cycle is repeated until the algorithm 
terminates. In the SA definition, the program terminates when the neighborhood of the 
current schedule only contains schedules with a higher cost function value. Since it is not 
practical to evaluate the entire neighborhood of a schedule, the algorithm is terminated after 
a fixed number of iterations regardless of the neighborhood of the current minimum. 
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5.2 Evolution Schedule 

To reduce the probability of ending in a trap an addition to the standard SA algorithm is 
suggested: the Evolution Schedule or ES. The ES is based on the Evolution Theory described 
by Charles Darwin where species with certain characteristics, in this case the lowest distance 
traveled, evolve into the next generations. 
The ES starts at the initial schedule from which several relatively short simulations are con
ducted with the SA algorithm. During each simulation a parent is registered: the schedule 
with the lowest cost function. The collection of parents originating from the same initial 
schedule is referred to as a generation. From the current generation the parent with the 
shortest traveled distance is used as the initial schedule for the next generation. The genera
tion of several parents from the initial schedule is repeated to generate the initial schedule for 
the next generation. The process continues for a fixed number of generations after which from 
the last generation the resulting best parent is selected. The scheme of the ES is illustrated 
in Figure 5.2. Within the ES there are 3 parameters which can be altered: NrP (the number 
of parents), NrG (the number of generations) and NritP (the number of iterations made to 
genera te a new parent). 

1st Gen 2nd Gen 3rd Gen 

Figure 5.2: Layout of the Evolution Schedule. 

The addition of the ES will reduce the probability of ending in a trap. If one or more of the 
parents contains a QC delay, it is very unlikely that these will also have the lowest value for the 
cost function and will therefore be discarded. Eventually this should lead to amore effective 
search through the solution space and hence a faster convergence toa (near) optimal solution. 

The ES also has an advantage over the normal SA algorithm if the number of schedules 
within the solution space with a value close to the optimal solution is high. The nature 
of the SA algorithm, accepting transitions with a higher cost function, allows it to transfer 
between local minima but could also result in it ending up in a part of the solution space 
where no relevant schedules are near. Exploring a path which leads to apart of the solution 
space which contains no local minima of interest is an increase in the number of ineffective 
perturbations. Where a path is defined as the collection of perturbations between two sched
ules and an effective perturbations as the perturbations on a path between two local minima 
where perturbations between a schedule and the reoccurrence of this schedule on the path 
are discarded. 
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If the number of schedules close to the optimal solution is high, it will not be necessary to 
explore large sections of the solution space since there is a high probability that a desired 
schedule is close to the initial schedule. It should therefore be more effective to interrupt a 
path on which after a large number of perturbations no lower local minima has been found 
and return to the current local minimum as is clone in the ES. 

The addition of the ES will result in a reduction of the hill climbing ability, the ability 
of transit from one to another local minimum with a lower cost function. The decrease in 
hill climbing ability can be compensated by a more effective search by the ES based on the 
advantages described above. The values for the 3 parameters of the ES should be set to 
values, that despite the loss of hill climbing ability, the performance is increased. 

In the next chapter the performance of the algorithm presented above is assessed. The 
influence of the parameters associated with the algorithm are investigated and a relation 
between the characteristics of the solution space and the performance is derived. Job sets of 
several sizes are used in this process. 

, 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

The model and heuristic, presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 respectively, will be quantified 
in this chapter. The purpose of the research is to develop a heuristic which is suitable for 
problems of similar size as a typically large vessel which doek in the container terminals. Since 
it is not possible to assess the performance of the heuristic for these problems, due to the lack 
of an optimal solution, that cannot be calculated, job sets of size 4, 6 and 8 are used to find 
a relationship between the performance and the size of the job set. Using this relationship, 
an extrapolation to larger problems consisting of more jobs can be made. 
In Section 6.1, the potential of the Double Cycle policy is discussed. The distance associated 
with the schedule with the minimal distance, the minimal completion time and the use of the 
Single Cycle policy are compared. In Section 6.2, a relation between the job set size and the 
number of iterations required to acquire a desired schedule is discussed. The relation between 
the job set and the performance is discussed in section 6.3. In the Simulated Annealing 
algorithm, with the addition of the Evolution Schedule, a number of parameters can be set: 
the control parameter c, the number of generations, the number of parents and the number of 
iterations per parent. The influence of these parameters on the performance of the heuristic is 
described in section 6.4. The performance of the heuristic is influenced by the characteristics 
of the job set. For practical use of the heuristic, it is necessary to have an indication of the 
minimal number of iterations required to acquire a schedule that meets the requirements of 
completion time and distance. In section 6.5 the relationship between the number of iterations 
required and the deviation the desired schedule is allowed to have from the optimal distance 
and minimal completion time is discussed. 

6.1 Potential of the Double Cycle policy 

The purpose of the application of the DoCy policy is the reduction of the total distance 
traveled by the SC's. Theoretically, a reduction of 50 percent is possible, equal to the empty 
traveled distance by SC's in the current policy. However, in practice, this reduction is not 
feasible. Furthermore, the schedule with the minimal distance rarely coincides with the 
schedule with the minimal completion time. Since exceeding the service window is highly 
undesirable the completion time associated with the minimal distance is also of interest. The 
exhaustive method described in Section 3.3 is used to calculate the distance and completion 
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time for three cases: application of the DoCy policy on a schedule with the minimal distance, 
application of the DoCy on a schedule with the minimal completion time and application of 
the SiCy policy. Since the schedule has no influence on the distance with the SiCy policy, the 
minimal completion time associated with the SiCy policy is equal to the minimal completion 
time with the DoCy policy. 
For an indication of the feasible reduction, the exhaustive method is applied to 10 random 
job sets of size 8 with random yard positions. This is the maximum job set size which can be 
calculated by the exhaustive method. It should therefore give the best indication for larger 
job sets. 
The job sets and yard positions are generated with the Matlab code attached in Appendix A.4. 
The results of these calculations, depicted in Table 6.1, already show a reduction in distance 
between 12 and 28 percent if the DoCy policy, rather than the SiCy policy, is applied to the 
schedule with the minimal completion time. If the schedule with the minimal distance is used, 
an additional reduction of 18 percent maximum is accomplished. This extra reduction of the 
distance results in an increase of the completion time up to 9 percent. Whether this increase 
is acceptable depends on the available tolerance within the service window. In two cases, 
there is a schedule which have both the the minimal distance and the minimal completion 
time. 

Distance (Completion Time) Distance ( Completion Time) Distance (Completion Time) 
(Schedule minimal Dist.) (Schedule minimal CT) (Single Cycle policy) 

1 176536 (124) 192386 (118) 232214 (118) 
2 189280 (144) 223322 (132) 249862 (132) 
3 173260 (128) 181638 (127) 225226 (127) 
4 229838 (138) 247148 (134) 303496 (134) 
5 183778 (115) 190720 (110) 220822 (110) 
6 199802 (138) 203252 (133) 260648 (133) 
7 172098 (121) 172098 (121) 216594 (121) 
8 189222 (135) 189222 (135) 234912 (135) 
9 192492 (139) 207498 (137) 249816 (137) 
10 194620 (137) 202850 (131) 252486 (131) 

Table 6.1: Distance (completion time) for three cases from 10 different job sets of size 8 
calculated using the exhaustive method. 

Between the job sets, there is a significant difference in distance reduction. This is due to the 
random generation of job sets and yard positions. The relation between the Job Set and the 
reduction is discussed in Section 6.3. 

6.2 Convergence to an optimal solution related to the Job Set . 
s1ze 

The results in the previous section show the potential of the DoCy policy. With the potential 
of the DoCy policy established , the goal of the research, developing a heuristic for a large 
vessel which docks in a container terminal, is further investigated. To make an extrapolation 
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to large vessels, the relationship between the job set size and the number of iterations required 
must be established using smaller problems. To this end, 20 job sets of size 4, 6 and 8 are 
used. The discharge and loading times, the distances in between the container positions and 
between the container positions and the quay can be found in Appendix B. The loading and 
discharge times are varied while the positions of the containers in the yard are kept constant. 
The positions of the containers do have an influence on the behavior of the heuristic, as is 
depicted in the next section. However, if the positions within the yard are kept constant the 
influence of the variation in the job set can be perceived more clearly. 

To make an extrapolation to large job sets, the number of iterations required to acquire 
an optimal solution for the 3 job set sizes is assessed. The first simulations are conducted 
with the standard SA algorithm, saving the time consuming process of setting the parameters 
associated with the ES. For these simulations a rough estimate for the parameter c, which 
influences the acceptance of perturbations, is made based on a small set of test simulations. 
With each job set, 50 simulations are conducted, and the number of iterations required to ac
quire an optimal solution is registered. To keep the simulation time acceptable, the maximal 
length of each simulation is 50.000 iterations. Looking at the results depicted in Figure 6.1, 
a clear difference between the job set sizes is observable. Where the job sets of size 4 and 6 
all reach an optimal solution after 315 and 10.000 iterations respectively, only 69 percent of 
the job sets of size 8 reach an optimal solution. In addition to the difference between the job 
set sizes there is also a significant difference between the job sets of the same size. 
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Figure 6.1: Number of simulations which have converged to an optimal schedule related to 
the number of iterations for 50 simulation with 20 job sets of size 4, 6 and 8. 

In test simulations with the ES, where rough estimates for the parameters NritP, NrP and 
NrG are used, a faster convergence to an optimal solution is observed. However, the differences 
between the job sets of the same size are still present. Upon this observation, the question 
arises how great is the influence of the job set and yard positions on the behavior of the 
algorithm? Before the parameters involved with the ES are set, presented in the following 
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Section 6.4, first the influence of the job set is investigated. 

6.3 Performance of the SA algorithm related to the Job Set 
and Yard Positions 

The performance of a SA algorithm depends on the characteristics of the solution space and 
a number of parameters associated with the algorithm. The solution space for this problem 
is determined by the job set, the collection of all jobs on a vessel and the positions within 
the yard. The relationship between the algorithm, solution space, job set and yard positions 
is very complex. Therefore, similar to the previous section, the positions of the containers 
in the yard are kept constant to perceive the influence of variations in the job set clearer. 
The constant positions of containers in the yard are chosen randomly to simulate a realistic 
container distribution. For each job set size, different positions are used. 

For the assessment of the behavior of the SA algorithm in relation to the job set, the 60 job 
sets from the previous section are used. Each job set consists of 4, 6 or 8 jobs which in turn 
consist of a discharge and loading part. With each job set, 50 simulations are conducted all 
of which have a fixed number of 10, 500 and 20.000 iterations for job sets of size 4, 6 and 8 
respectively. This simulation length should result in 40 percent of the simulations for each 
job set size, reaching an optimal solution based on the data from the previous section. This 
way, any present difference between the job sets should be observable. During a simulation 
the current minimal achieved distance relative to the optimal solution is registered after fixed 
intervals of iterations. 

In Figure 6.2, the results of the simulations with the job sets of size 8 are presented. Here, 
the mean over each job set is used to give a general expression of the difference between the 
job sets. A clear difference in convergence between the various job sets is observable. 

In the tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 the data for job sets of size 8, 6 and 4 respectively, are presented 
in numeric values. Based on the mean value of the equation Distance/Optimal Distance at 
the end of the simulations, only the best and wordt job set for each job set size are presented. 
The data for the other job sets is distributed evenly between the values presented. For all 
job set sizes the same trend is observed, the performance with some job sets is better than 
others. 

Job set Nr 
14 
11 

Mean 
1.005 
1.054 

Variance 
0.005 
0.026 

Median 
1.003 
1.063 

Lowest Value 
1.000 
1.000 

Highest Value 
1.016 
1.082 

Table 6.2: Results for the job set with the best and poorest performance over 50 simulations 
conducted with 20 job sets of size 8 for 20.000 iterations 

To explain the difference in performance for the various job sets, the solution space of each 
job set is examined. The solut ion space is the collection of all solutions, searched using the 
exhaustive method. As a measure on this space, the difference in distance between a solution 
and the optimal solution is used. In this way, a 'density' plot is made where the number of 
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Figure 6.2: SA algorithm applied to 20 different job sets, consisting of 8 jobs, with identical 
random yard positions. Each line represents the mean over 50 simulations. 

Job set Nr 
10 
20 

Mean Variance 
1.001 0.004 
1.056 0.054 

Median 
1.000 
1.087 

Lowest Value 
1.000 
1.000 

Highest Value 
1.018 
1.132 

Table 6.3: Results for the job set with the best and poorest performance over 50 simulations 
conducted with 20 job sets of size 6 for 500 iterations 

Job set Nr 
10 
20 

Mean 
1.001 
1.074 

Variance 
0.01 

0.110 

Median 
1.002 
1.000 

Lowest Value 
1.000 
1.000 

Highest Value 
1.043 
1.384 

Table 6.4: Results for the job set with the best and poorest performance over 50 simulations 
conducted with 20 job sets of size 4 for 10 iterations 

solutions within a certain range, relative to the optima! solution, is plotted. The density plots 
resulting from the job sets of size 8 are depicted in Figure 6.3. 

Similar to the results in Figure 6.2 and Table 6.2, there is a significant difference between the 
solution density of each job set. In table 6.5, the data for the job sets of size 8, 6 and 4 are 
presented. Here, the orderings based on the performance and the number of solutions which 
fall within a range of 5 percent from the optima! solution, are presented. There are some shifts 
within the orderings. However, a relationship is visible where a higher amount of solutions 
will result in a better performance of the algorithm. The shifts within the ordering can be the 
result of the random nature of the algorithm. It must be noted that the differences between 
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Figure 6.3: Density Plot of the solution space of 20 different job sets. 

some job sets, especially for job sets consisting of 4 and 6 jobs, are very small. Furthermore, 
the density is measured within the range of 5 percent. This number contains no information 
on the progression of the density in relation to the range. Therefore, some job sets may have 
a different convergence close to the optimal solution than reflected in the densities presented. 

In the previous job sets, the yard positions are chosen randomly but kept constant for the 
job sets of the same size. However, it is very likely that the positions of containers within the 
yard have a significant influence on the solution density as well. To confirm this presumption, 
a new yard layout is generated for the job sets of size 8 and used to generate the solution 
density. In Table 6.6, both the solution density of the first yard layout and the second layout 
are depicted. From these results, it is obvious that the solution density is heavily influenced 
by the combination of job set and the yard layout. 

With information from the density plot, it could be possible to make an estimate on the 
number of iterations required to obtain a desired solution. However, for larger problems 
the density plot cannot be constructed. Furthermore, if the density plot were constructed 
all schedules would have been generated, making an optimization unnecessary. Therefore, 
the approximate shape of the density plot should be composed based on the characteristics 
of the job set. During the course of the research, a fair amount of time has been spent 
on the relationship between the shape of the density plot and the characteristics of the job 
set. Despite this effort, due to the complex nature of the problem, this relationship remains 
unknown. In Chapter 7, a more elaborate discussion on the subject is presented for the 
purpose of future research. 
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Order Order Number of Order Order Number of Order Order Number of 
Perf. Dens. Solutions Perf. Dens. Solutions Perf. Dens. Solutions 

14 7 14485 10 15 817 7 13 154 
7 1 9579 15 18 519 6 17 154 
16 3 6428 18 1 482 10 8 116 
15 15 5892 3 13 415 13 7 106 
1 14 5375 1 16 342 15 19 85 

10 12 4625 17 10 267 1 10 75 
12 16 4555 12 7 259 17 6 70 
18 20 4122 8 14 252 19 18 47 
3 18 3985 6 6 238 8 1 35 
19 9 3194 2 5 228 18 15 31 
9 10 3035 5 17 218 12 3 18 
20 19 2900 13 3 213 11 12 18 
5 5 1962 14 8 212 3 14 15 
8 8 1324 7 12 202 4 4 14 
2 17 1003 16 2 167 14 11 14 
17 6 786 19 9 107 9 2 12 
4 13 716 9 19 107 16 5 8 
13 2 632 4 4 42 5 9 8 
6 4 569 11 11 22 2 16 8 
11 11 209 20 20 22 20 20 6 

Table 6.5: The performance order and solution density order for 20 job sets for different job 
sizes (from left to right for size 8,6 and 4). 

Number of Order Order Number of 
Solution Dens. Dens. Solut ions 
297536 10 7 118153 
112285 7 1 112071 
104523 17 3 65325 
91411 3 15 58058 
81777 12 12 54973 
80810 9 10 46238 
78704 13 14 40528 
77883 4 9 39655 
77755 15 18 36724 
59846 2 20 27534 
58873 19 19 26038 
58590 18 16 17808 
57923 20 5 16457 
57211 16 8 12913 
49236 11 2 11543 
46831 1 4 10903 
41413 6 13 10046 
38474 5 17 8553 
18515 8 6 7109 
15605 14 11 4646 

Table 6.6: Solution density for a set of 20 jobs of size 8 combined with 2 different yard layouts. 
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6.4 Parameters 

The heuristic described in the previous chapter, the basic Simulated Annealing algorithm 
extended with the Evolution Schedule, involves a number of parameters. In this section, an 
overview is given on the influence of these parameters. A set of simulations is conducted 
whereby each parameter is altered individually while the rest is set to fixed values. Based on 
these results, each variable is set to a value corresponding with a good performance of the 
algorithm. The order in which these parameters are set is based on the sensitivity of each 
parameter. Parameters, for which a small deviation has a large influence on the performance, 
are set at the end of the process. 

The behavior of the algorithm is influenced by the combination of all parameters. Therefore, 
a better performance, in comparison to the method described above, should be accomplished 
by using an iterative method to fine tune the values for all parameters. In this method, 
parameters are evaluated one by one and set to the value corresponding with the best behavior. 
The process is repeated until all parameters are set to an optimal value. This method is 
very time consuming since setting one parameter involves a large number of simulations. 
Furthermore, for this research, the added value of the super-precise determination of these 
parameters is small. 

Control parameter c 

As described in Chapter 5, the parameter c defines the acceptance probability of a schedule 
which has a higher cost function and consequently, the hill climbing ability of the heuristic. 
The starting value and the evolution of c during the simulation will influence the resulting 
schedule with the lowest cost function registered. 

After a perturbation, the difference in cost function between the two schedules is expressed 
by the parameter 8Cij. If 8Cij is positive, the schedule is accepted. Otherwise the acceptance 
depends on equation 5.1. This equation can be rearranged to Equation 6.1, which states the 
relation between c, 8Cij and the probability P of accepting a transition. Using this equation, 
the user can determine which negative values for 8Cij are accepted with what probability P 
during the simulation, by sealing the parameter c. 

8Cij 
c=--

logP 
(6.1) 

For the sealing of c, an assessment of the values and the distribution for 8Cij is required. The 
data is acquired through a set of simulations with the SA algorithm during which the negative 
values of 8Cj are registered. With this data and the desired progression of the acceptance 
probability P, the parameter c can be set. A linear and exponential progression are proposed 
for c, defined by the equations 6.2 and 6.3, where X1, X2, Y1, Y2 are sealing factors and Nrltt 
is the number of iterations. 
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C!in 

Cexp 

X1 * Nrltt + X2 
eNr ltt 
--+Y2 

Y1 
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(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The data for 8Cij is acquired using the job sets from the previous section. In Figure 6.4, 
the data from the job sets of size 8 is depicted. The figure contains three lines: the mean 
over 8Cij, the smallest values for óCij and the largest values for 8Cij. Based on the negative 
values observed for Gij, 6 different progressions of c are defined. Each progression is defined 
by equation 6.2 or 6.3 and the desired acceptance probability. The values for 8Cij which are 
accepted in each progression of c, with a 10 percent probability, at the start and the end 
of the simulation respectively, are listed in table 6.7. The 10 percent acceptance probability 
used to define the progressions of c is arbitrary since the acceptance probability P is related 
to the values for 8Cij. If a different percentage would have been used, the values for 8Cij 
listed in table 6.7 would have been different. However, the progressions for c would remain 
the same. 
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Figure 6.4: 8Cij for 6 job sets of size 8. 

8000 9000 10000 

The 6 progressions are applied in simulations with the 9 job sets used in the previous section. 
Only a selection of job sets is used to reduce the computational effort. The job sets are selected 
based on the solution density: 3 with a high {14, 7, 16}, 3 with an average {3, 9, 19} and 3 with 
a low density { 13, 6, 11}. For each simulation the lowest value for the distance encountered 
is registered. A set of 50 simulations per configuration (a job set in combination with a 
progression) is conducted. The mean over these simulations, depicted in Figure 6.5, show 
the difference in performance between the solution densities, where higher densities perform 
better (the lines connecting the data points have no meaning but are drawn to distinguish the 
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Start End 
Lin1, Exp1 -50000 -20 
Lin2, Exp2 -30000 -20 
Lin3 , E x p3 -10000 -20 

Table 6.7: Transitions óCij accepted at the end and start of simulations respectively with a 
10 percent used to determine the values for the parameters X1 ,X2,Y1 and Y2 in the equations 
6.2 and 6.3 

different progressions better). Progressions which allow transitions with larger negative values 
for G ij appear to perform better. However , due to the high variance, the confidence interval is 
larger than the difference between the results. Despite this uncertainty the parameter c is set 
to the exponential progression allowing permutations with a cost function increase of 50.000 
and 20 with a 10 percent probability at the start and end of the simulation respectively. 
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Figure 6.5: The distance relative to the optimal distance for 6 different progressions of c 
applied to 9 job sets consisting of 8 jobs with identical yard positions where NrltP = 400 

To reduce the size of the confidence interval the number of simulations should be increased. If 
x is used as an estimate of the mean µ, there is a 100(1-a) confidence that the error I x-µ 1 will 
not exceed a specified amount /j when the sample size is determined by Equation 6.4 [Mon99], 
where a is the probability value, z is the ordinate on the Normal curve corresponding to a, 
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O" the standard deviation of the population and 8 is the specified precision of the estimate. 

Zo./2 * CJ' 2 
n=(--) 

8 
(6.4) 

If O" is not known, existing data may provide an estimate, S, of the population standard 
deviation. If this value of S is based on q measurements, then the required sample size n is 
defined in Equation 6.5 where t is the ordinate on the student-T curve corresponding to a, 
with degrees of freedom is equal to dj= q - l 

(6.5) 

To acquire a confidence interval small enough to make a significant choice between the various 
progressions, an estimated 60.000 simulations are required for some job sets. This requires 
an unrealistic amount of computational effort within this research. 

The determination of the parameter c for the job sets of size 4 and 6 showed similar results to 
the job sets of size 8. These results, although used in the simulations conducted in the next 
section, add little to the contents of the report, and are not presented here. 

Evolution Schedule 

In the ES described in Section 5.2, a number of schedules are generated from the current 
optimal schedule in a fixed number of iterations. The collection of schedules is a generation 
and each individual schedule is a parent. Within the ES, there are 3 parameters which can 
be chosen: NrP (the number of parents), NrG (the number of generations) and NrltP (the 
number of iterations made to generate a new parent). The value for these parameters are 
chosen for the job sets of size 4, 6 and 8. 

Various combinations for the three parameters are used in simulations to find values which 
result in good performance. To compare the various combinations, the cumulative number 
of iterations for each combination is kept equal: Cumlt = NrltP*NrP*NrG. Using some test 
simulations a rough estimate has been made to choose the combinations. The values for the 
parameters NrltP and NrP are set to {5, 10, 20, 50} and {1, 2, 5, 10, 50} respectively for job 
sets of size 8, {2, 5, 10} and {1, 2, 5, 10, 20} respectively for job sets of size 6 and {2, 5, 10} and 
{1, 2, 5, 10} respectively for job sets of size 4. All combinations of these values are simulated 
where the value for NrG is set to satisfy the cumulative number of iterations. 

The parameter NrltP influences the hill climbing ability of the algorithm. A high value for 
NritP results in a high probability of the algorithm reaching a lower minimum from the current 
local minimum within an individual search. However, given a fixed amount of computational 
effort, reducing NrltP will result in a higher number of local searches. If NrltP is smaller 
than the minimal required perturbations to reach a lower local minimum, the algorithm will 
remain in the current local minimum due to the characteristics of the ES (which starts from 
the current local minimum after each generation). A relative high value for NrP, and hence 
a lower value for NrG, results in a more local exploration of the solution space with a high 
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probability of finding a better solution within the current generation. A relative high value 
for NrG, and hence a lower value for NrP, results in amore global exploration of the solution 
space with a lower probability of finding a better solution within the current generation. 

The results for these simulations are depicted in the Tables 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10. As a measure 
for the performance, the deviation from the optimal solution at the end of the simulation 
is used. This deviation is expressed as a percentage of the optimal solution. The deviation 
over 50 simulations per configuration of NritP, NrP and NrG is averaged. The influence of 
the parameters NrltP, NrP and NrG appears to increase when the job set size is increased 
from 4 to 8. The difference in performance between the various combinations increases and 
the consistency in the results increases .. Therefore, determining the optimal values for the 
parameters becomes easier for larger problems. For all job set sizes the combinations where 
NrP is equal to 1 perform worst. Presumably these simulations spent a large number of 
iterations 'stuck' in a trap. 

Average deviation % NrltP NrP NrG 
0.037 5 5 800 
0.075 10 10 200 
0.078 10 5 400 
0.090 5 10 400 
0.136 20 5 200 
0.148 10 20 100 
0.160 20 10 100 
0.190 5 2 2000 
0.195 5 20 200 
0.262 20 20 50 
0.263 10 2 1000 
0.371 50 5 80 
0.416 50 10 40 
0.423 20 2 500 
0.458 50 20 20 
0.728 10 1 2000 
0.792 50 2 200 
0.797 20 1 1000 
0.932 5 1 4000 
1.037 50 1 400 

Table 6.8: The average deviation from the optimal solution ( expressed as a percentage of the 
optimal solution) after 20000 iterations with job sets of size 8 for various combinations of the 
parameters NritP, NrP and NrG. 

Based on the results depicted in Tables 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 the following values for {NritP,NrP,NrG} 
are used for job sets consisting of 8, 6 and 4 jobs respectively: {5,5,800}, {10,5,20} , {2,5,10}. 

6.5 Performance 

The performance of the algorithm is measured in the number of iterations it requires to obtain 
a schedule that meets a predefined requirement. In the previous sections of the report the 
convergence of the algorithm to the optimal distance was the key performance measure and 
the completion time had been ignored. However, the completion time is a vital requirement 
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A verage Deviation % NrltP NrP NrG 
0.21 10 5 20 
0.22 5 5 40 
0.24 2 5 100 
0.31 5 20 10 
0.35 2 10 50 
0.36 5 2 100 
0.37 10 10 10 
0.38 5 10 20 
0.40 2 2 250 
0.44 10 20 5 
0.49 10 2 50 
0.51 2 20 25 
0.76 10 1 100 
0.76 5 1 200 
1.72 2 1 500 

Table 6.9: The average deviation from the optima! solution ( expressed as a percentage of the 
optima! solution) after 1000 iterations with job sets of size 6 for various combinations of the 
parameters NritP, NrP and NrG. 

Deviation % NritP NrP NrG 
0.12 2 10 5 
0.13 5 10 2 
0.15 2 2 25 
0.17 2 5 10 
0.20 5 2 10 
0.21 10 5 2 
0.22 5 5 4 
0.32 10 2 5 
0.34 10 10 1 
0.35 5 1 20 
0.35 10 1 10 
0.63 2 1 50 

Table 6.10: The average deviation from the optima! solution (expressed as a percentage of 
the optima! solution) after 100 iterations with job sets of size 4 for various combinations of 
the parameters NrltP, NrP and NrG. 

with regard to the service window. Due to the high penalties imposed for exceeding the service 
window, the bounds regarding the completion time are strictly chosen during the performance 
assessments. Exact figures concerning these tolerances are unknown, however a margin of 2 
percent is considered reasonable. 

The addition of the completion time as a requirement defines a plausible solution range: the 
range of solutions which meet both the distance and the completion time constraint. Similar 
to the density plots, the plausible solution range differs for each job set. In Figure 6.6 the 
plausible solution ranges for 4 of the job sets of size 8 are depicted. From these plots it is 
reasonable to assume that the probability in finding an acceptable schedule and the number 
of iterations required to find this schedule, strongly depends on the job set . Making a genera! 
statement regarding the number of iterations required will therefore probably be out of reach. 
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Without a general conclusion or a relation between the characteristics of the job set and the 
characteristics of the solution space, an extrapolation to larger job sets cannot be made. 
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Figure 6.6: Solutions within the plausible solution range for 4 job sets with bounds on the 
distance and the completion time of respectively 15 and 2 percent. 

The number of iterations required to reach a desired solution is determined using the following 
simulation. The SA algorithm including the ES is started from the initial schedule used in 
the previous simulations. If the algorithm reaches a solution which matches the requirements 
concerning both the distance and completion time, the algorithm is terminated and the current 
number of iterations is registered. The bounds for the distance and the completion time are 
set to 10 and 2 percent respectively, relative to the optimal solution. The length of the 
simulations are 50.000, 2.000 and 200 for the different job sizes. These numbers are higher 
than in the previous simulations, for the purpose that more simulations will result in a desired 
schedule. The values for NritP and NrP are set as determined in the previous section, while 
NrG varies in each simulation since the simulation is aborted as soon as a desired schedule is 
acquired. If a desired schedule is not reached within the available number of iterations, the 
maximal number of iterations is assigned to that simulation. Therefore, the data from a job 
set where a high percentage of simulations failed will appear to have a better performance 
than in reality. This is taken into account while evaluating the data. A comparison is made 
between the SA algorithm with and without the ES. 
In Table 6.11 , an overview is given on the number of solutions, within the solution space 
of each job set, which match the criteria concerning the distance and the completion time. 
Similar to the density profiles there is a significant difference between the job sets which most 
likely will be reflected in the performance. For some job sets, there is no solution which falls 
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within the plausible solution range. For those job sets, an optimization to the completion 
time, where the distance is registered, might be more in place since the vessel must be served 
within the service window. A proposition for this optimization is discussed in Section 7.2 
covering the recommendations for future research. 

Job set Nr Size 8 Size 6 Size 4 
1 420 315 12 
2 3430 220 12 
3 1022 435 6 
4 6510 120 12 
5 6440 594 6 
6 280 40 22 
7 8400 250 12 
8 2170 0 12 
9 910 200 6 
10 4872 180 12 
11 70 40 12 
12 1064 0 29 
13 0 340 12 
14 70 160 12 
15 3122 200 35 
16 1974 40 12 
17 4305 20 35 
18 0 60 35 
19 6504 160 35 
20 560 40 6 

Table 6.11: The number of solutions for the job sets of size 8, 6 and 4 within the defined 
plausible solution space by a deviation of 10 percent from the minimal distance and 2 percent 
from the minimal completion time. 

The results from the simulations are presented in the figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. In these figures, 
the average number of iterations required to find a desired schedule for each job set is used 
to give a general impression of the behavior ( a more detailed analyses is given further on.) In 
general there is a clear relation between the number of solutions within the plausible solution 
range and the number of iterations required: the higher the number of iterations the smaller 
the number of iterations required. The job sets 6 and 11 of size 8 are the exception to this 
relationship and are discussed in the next paragraph. In almost all cases, the average number 
of iterations required is smaller if the ES is added to the standard SA algorithm. The two 
exceptions, although the differences are marginal, are the job sets 1 and 3 of size 8. 

As mentioned. there are a few unexpected observations in the results from the job sets of size 
8: the good performance of the heuristic with job sets 6 and 11 in comparison to the number 
of solutions within the plausible solution range and the better performance of the heuristic 
without the ES for the job sets 1 and 3. If the results for the job sets 6 and 11 are examined, 
the results for job set 11 are the most remarkable. 

Based on the equally low number of solutions within the plausible solution range for the 
job sets 11 and 14 (Table 6.11) the same poor performance for both job sets is expected. 
However, if the results for both job sets are examined, in Figure 6.7 and Table 6.12, an ir
regularity is observed. In contrast to job set 14, where the performance is poor for both the 
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Figure 6.7: Average number of iterations, over 500 simulations, required to find a schedule 
within the plausible solution range for 18 job sets of size 8, simulated with the SA algorithm 
with and without the ES. 
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Figure 6.8: Average number of iterations, over 500 simulations, required to find a schedule 
within the plausible solution range for 18 job sets of size 6, simulated with the SA algorithm 
with and without the ES. 
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Figure 6.9: Average number of iterations, over 500 simulations, required to find a schedule 
within the plausible solution range for 20 job sets of size 4, simulated with the SA algorithm 
with and without the ES. 

SA with and without the ES, the performance for job set 11 is only poor for the SA heuristic 
without the addition of the ES. With the addition of the ES, there is a large improvement 
in performance with job set ll. To explain the difference between job sets 11 and 14, the 
schedules within the plausible solution range are examined. 

Job Set 
1 
6 
11 
13 
14 
18 
20 

SA with ES 
13 
0 
4 

n/a 
193 
n/a 
0 

SA no ES 
13 
12 

188 
n/a 
202 
n/a 

2 

Table 6.12: Number of times the SA algorithm with and without ES fails to find a desired 
solutions for job sets of size 8 within 50.000 iterations. Job sets where a 100 percent success 
rate is achieved are left out. 

The plausible solution range for the job sets 11 and 14 contain 70 JQC schedules each. If the 
70 JQC schedules from job set 11 are transformed to the corresponding time schedule, they 
all result in an identical time schedule. The same is true for the 70 JQC schedules related 
to job set 14. The value for the distance traveled for each time schedule depends on the 
characteristics of the job set and the positions in the yard, and is therefore different for the 
two job sets. 
For each job set, one of the 70 JQC schedules is depicted in Figure 6.10. The rest of the 
JQC schedules are all permutations of the depicted JQC schedules which can be constructed 
obeying two rules: the jobs remain on the same crane and the ordering of the jobs on each 
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crane is preserved. The difference in performance can be explained based on the ease with 
which the 70 JQC schedules can be reached from the initial schedule. As stated, for each job 
set, all the 70 permutations have the same job to crane assignment and the ordering on each 
crane is identical. If the ordering of jobs on the cranes are compared for both job sets, there 
is a distinct difference. In the ordering of the initial schedule, the job numbers are increasing 
on each crane from left to right. In the permutations of the JQC schedules for job set 11 
and 14, this ordering is no longer preserved. In the example of the JQC schedule for job set 
11, there are 3 jobs (2, 1 and 4) that have at least one job on the left, in the crane ordering, 
which has a higher job number. For the example of the JQC schedule for job set 14, there 
are 5 jobs (3, 2, 1 6 and 4) that have at least one job on the left, in the crane ordering, which 
have a higher job number. Since the job ordering for each crane is equal for each of the 70 
permutations of the JQC schedule, this holds for all permutations. 

!321657487 
~111222~ 

!532178647 
~1112222J 

Figure 6.10: JQC permutation of the only time schedule within the plausible solution range 
for job set 11 (left) and 14 (right). 

There are two factors determining the ease with which the JQC schedule can be reached: the 
number of necessary switches and the JQC schedules on the path which leads from the initial 
schedule to the desired JQC schedule. 
For the job sets 11 and 14, it is necessary to switch the order of the jobs stated above to 
acquire the ordering of jobs on each crane. Without these specific switches, none of the 
70 permutations can be reached. If the number of necessary switches is higher the JQC 
schedule will be more difficult to reach from the initial schedule. The influence of the path, 
and the associated JQC schedules, between the initial JQC schedule and the desired JQC 
schedule on the performance is more complicated. As stated in Section 5.1, it is preferred 
that schedules with an active non-crossing constraint are avoided since a schedule with an 
active constraint since there is a relative small number of perturbations which can remove the 
constraint. However, for some schedules, there are only a few or no paths leading from the 
initial schedule to the desired schedule which contain no schedules with an active non-crossing 
constraint. An example is the inversion of the ordering of jobs on both cranes: from an order 
where the job numbers increase from left to right into an order where the job numbers decrease 
from left to right. During this transition there is a probability that the order on one of the 
cranes has been changed while the ordering on the other remains the same. The probability 
of the two cranes conflicting within a schedule where the ordering of jobs is increasing on 
one crane and decreasing on the other crane is high. This will result in an increase of the 
traveled distance. If the initial schedule contains no constraints and the ordering of jobs in 
the desired JQC schedule is changed significantly in comparison to the initial schedule, there 
is a relatively high probability that the path between the two schedules contains a schedule 
with an active constraint. Since the occurrence of a transition from a schedule with an active 
constraint to a schedule without an active constraint has a low probability, as stated in 5.1, 
the desired schedule will be more difficult to reach. If the required JQC schedules for job set 
11 and 14 are compared based on this phenomena, the JQC schedule for job set 14 will be 
more difficult to reach than the JQC schedule for job set ll. Both the number of necessary 
switches and the path leading from the initial schedule to the desired schedule are dependent 
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on the initial schedule used. For different initial schedules different results might be observed. 

The ES in particular is efficient for job set 11 since there is only a small number of desired 
solutions which are relatively easy to reach from the initial schedule. The ES heuristic has a 
higher probability, in comparison to the standard SA algorithm, of finding a desired solution 
within the vicinity of the current schedule due to the generation of multiple parents. This 
difference in probability increases as the number of desired schedules decreases. In the case 
of job 14, this advantage is lost when the desired schedule is 'far' from the initial sched
ule, in terms of the necessary perturbations and the transit trough schedules with an active 
constraint. 

For most job sets, the ES heuristic has a better average performance than the standard SA 
heuristic. This is based on the confidence intervals determined for all results using Equation 
6.5. For each job set, the mean value of the required number of iterations lies, with a certainty 
of 95 percent, within the confidence interval stated in Table 6.13. For the job sets 1, 3, 9 and 14 
the confidence intervals for both heuristics overlap. Therefore, there can be no definite answer 
as to which heuristic performs best for these job sets. The reason for the equal performance 
with the job sets 1,3 and 9 has not been investigated. The number of solutions within the 
plausible solution range is significantly higher than for the job sets 11 and 14. Therefore, 
the required time to investigate the characteristics of these job sets will be higher. Due to 
a lack of time, this has not been a part of this research. However , further investigation of 
the characteristics of the solutions within the plausible solution range is proposed as future 
research since it could help in improving the heuristic. 

Job set Nr Interval with ES Interval without ES 
1 12203 - 14355 11999 - 14140 
2 228 - 286 1230 - 1485 
3 4996 - 5920 4437 - 5308 
4 62 - 81 293 - 362 
5 184 - 222 664 - 799 
6 1868 - 2203 11200 - 13335 
7 93 - 129 453 - 557 
8 303 - 392 1599 - 1929 
9 3374 - 4042 3995 - 4730 
10 198 - 259 665 - 807 
11 11003 - 12955 29463 - 32614 
12 635 - 775 2934 - 3503 
14 30721 - 33858 30839 - 33967 
15 522 - 633 1358 - 1613 
16 1087 - 1362 2600 - 3084 
17 125 - 163 733 - 896 
19 136 - 177 495 - 611 
20 4681 - 5562 7762 - 9178 

Table 6.13: Confidence intervals which contains the mean of the required iterations to acquire 
a schedule within the plausible solution range with a 95 percent confidence. For both the SA 
with and without the ES applied to job sets containing 8 jobs. 

The results for the job sets of size 6 and 4 are depicted in the figures 6.8 and 6.9 and the 
tables 6.14 and 6.15. The ES gives a better performance for all job sets. As well, the 
relationship, where a higher number of solutions within the plausible solution range gives a 
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better performance, is observed in the results for all job sets. 

Job Set SA with ES SA no ES 
4 0 1 
6 1 39 
8 n/a n/a 
11 0 78 
12 n/a n/a 
16 63 72 
17 161 232 
18 12 18 
20 0 48 

Table 6.14: Number of times the SA algorithm with and without ES fails to find a desired 
solutions for job sets of size 6 within 2.000 iterations. Job sets where a 100 percent success 
rate is achieved are left out. 

Job Set SA with ES SA no ES 
1 0 1 
2 0 4 
3 0 25 
4 0 2 
5 0 24 
8 0 3 
9 1 14 
10 0 2 
11 0 3 
14 0 4 
16 0 8 
20 0 37 

Table 6.15: Number of times the SA algorithm with and without ES fails to find a desired 
solutions for job sets of size 4 within 200 iterations. Job sets where a 100 percent success rate 
is achieved are left out . 

The goal of this research was to make a statement regarding the behavior of the heuristic for 
job sets larger then size 8. In the results for the job sets of size 4, 6 and 8 there is a relationship 
between the number of schedules in the plausible solution range and the performance of the 
heuristic: a larger number of solutions gives a better performance. However, this relationship 
is not only based on that number but also on the characteristics of the schedules and appears 
to become more complex if the number of jobs in a job set is increased. So far, no relation 
between the characteristics of the job set and the solution space has been established. The 
differences observed in the simulations are only due to the variations in the job set while 
the position of the containers in the yard is kept constant. The results from Table 6.6 show 
that the performance is heavenly influenced by the container positions. Presumably the 
relationship between the job set and the yard layout and the characteristics of the solution 
space is even more complex. More insight into these relationships could provide a better 
understanding of ways to extrapolate the behavior to larger job sets. Therefore, this is highly 
recommended for possible future research. 
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Conclusions and future work 

In Section 7.1, the conclusions resulting from this research are stated. Recommendations for 
future research are discussed in Section 7.2. 

7.1 Conclusions 

In the report, a double cycle dispatching policy has been proposed with the goal to decrease 
the total distance traveled by Straddle Carriers. Instead of serving one Quay Crane, the 
Straddle Carriers have the ability to serve two Quay Cranes. To adopt the proposed double 
cycle policy, it is essential that the yard positions of containers discharged and loaded from 
the same bay be identical. The requirement concerning the positions of the containers is 
plausible within a gate terminal, where containers are predominantly transferred between 
the seaside and the hinterland. This new dispatching policy has the potential of reducing 
the distance traveled. However , optimizing the distance often leads to some increase of the 
completion time and in some cases, to a large degree. The completion time may not exceed 
the contractually agreed service window since high penalties are imposed. Therefore, during 
the optimization to the distance traveled, a schedule may only be accepted as a solution if 
the completion time of such a schedule is smaller than the service window. 

The application of the double cycle strategy, and therewith the reduction of the traveled 
distance, depends on the Quay Crane time schedule. To find a time schedule resulting in a 
short traveled distance a heuristic has been proposed in Chapter 5. The heuristic is based 
on the Simulated Annealing algorithm with the traveled distance of the Straddle Carriers as 
the cost function. The simulated annealing algorithm accepts solutions with a higher cost 
function based on certain conditions, giving it the ability to transit from one local minimum 
to the next. The algorithm is extended with an Evolution Schedule. In contrast to the 
Simulated Annealing algorithm, whereby a contiguous number of permutations is used to 
search the solution space, the Evolution Schedule creates a generation consisting of several 
parents from an identical initial schedule in a relative small number of iterations. The parent 
with the best value for the objective function is selected as the initial schedule for the next 
generation. The results of the performance analyses in Section 6.5 showed the heuristic with 
the addition of the evolution schedule performing better, and in some cases, much better, or 
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equal to the standard simulated annealing algorithm. Therefore, the Evolution Schedule is a 
valuable addition to the heuristic and should be incorporated. 

The cost function incorporated in the heuristic has been the traveled distance by the Straddle 
Carriers during the course of this research. It was expected that an optimization to the dis
tance would automatically result in a schedule with an acceptable completion time. However, 
during several simulations it became clear that this assumption was incorrect in some cases. 
Therefore, it is proposed, as shown in Section 7.2, to incorporate the completion in the cost 
function. 

The investigation of the influence of the parameters associated with the evolution schedule, 
the number of iterations per parent, the number of parents and the number of generation, 
showed that a balance between the hill climbing ability and the waste of iterations must be 
achieved. If the number of iterations per parent is set too low, the heuristic is not capable 
of reaching certain solutions. If the number is too high, the discarding of parents in each 
generation results in a waste of iterations and hence, a less effective heuristic. 

The optimal solution can only be determined for problems no larger than 8 jobs, due to the 
limited available calculation power. To make an extrapolation of the behavior of the heuristic 
for larger problems, simulations with various problem sizes have been conducted. For all 
these problems, the performance of the heuristic heavily depends on the characteristics of the 
solution space ( the collection of all possible solutions.) The complex relationship between the 
solution space, the positions of the containers in the yard and the job set remains unknown. 
Therefore, a statement regarding the extrapolation to larger problems can not be made. 
However, a relationship has been observed, where a higher number of solutions within the 
plausible solution space, the collection of solutions within a certain range from the optimal 
distance and the minimal completion time, gives a better performance in general. Exceptions 
to this rule arise from the characteristics of the solutions within the plausible solution space. 
Certain solutions are easier to reach frorri the initial schedule. To make an extrapolation to 
larger problems more insight in the characteristics of the solution space is required. Therefore, 
a further investigation between the solution space, the positions of the containers in the yard 
and the job set should be conducted. 

7. 2 Fut ure Research 

In this section an overview is given of the subjects that might be valuable and/or interesting 
for future research. 

A number of parameters are involved with the heuristic proposed in this research. A study is 
made on the influence and the optimal values of all these parameters. However, the parameters 
with the largest influence are the job set and yard layout with the corresponding solution 
space. In Section 6.5 , a relationship between the performance of the heuristic, the number 
of solutions within the solution space and the characteristics of these solutions are observed. 
Presumably, information regarding this relationship will assist in making estimations of the 
behavior of larger job sets. The required information is mainly related to the density of 
solutions near the optimal solution. More insight in the characteristics of the solution space 
could result in an extrapolation to the behavior of the heuristic for larger job sets. The 
relationship between the job set and yard layout should therefore be further investigated. 
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In the report a number of job sets had no solutions within the set plausible solution range. 
This type of job set could impose difficulties when the algorithm optimizes to distance since 
solutions will deviate greatly from the optimal completion time. Therefore, it might be more 
effective to incorporate the completion time in the cost function. One possibility could be to 
use a ratio between the completion time and the traveled distance as a cost function. Another 
possibility could be to switch the cost function between the completion time and the traveled 
distance, where as an initial schedule for the distance optimization a schedule which has been 
optimized to the completion time is used. After which it is optimized to the distance and 
used as a initial schedule for an optimization to the completion time. Of course many other 
constructions can be applied. The servicing of vessels within the service window is of such 
importance that it cannot be ignored or incorporated at the last minute. 

When a switch is made between the single and double cycle policy the arrival rate of Straddle 
Carriers changes. Since the distance traveled for each container is reduced for the double 
cycle policy, the arrival rate will increase if the switch is made from the single to the double 
cycle policy. The switch from the double to the single cycle policy will reduce this arrival 
rate. Therefore, the required Straddle Carriers will fluctuate over time. This has been ignored 
during the research but is vital for the maximal utilization and should be investigated. 
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Appendix A 

Matlab 

In this appendix an overview is given of the essential Matlab files developed for this research. 

A.1 Distance Calculation 

function [ Dist , OvLDist] = Di stance ( cl , c2 , Ov, OvL , CraneD, CUL , UL, U , L) 

Dl = O· 
' 

D2 = O· 
' 

D3 = O· , 
DO= [ l ; 

%%% Calculate distances for crane 1 and 2 without double cycl in g 
for i = l:length(cl) 

Dl= Dl+ U(cl(i))*CUL(l,cl(i))*2 + L(cl(i))*CUL(2 ,c l(i))*2; 
end 

for i = l:length(c2) 
D2 = D2 + U(c2(i))*CUL(l,c2(i))*2 + L(c2(i))*CUL(2,c2(i))*2; 

end 

%%% Calculate distance difference between sing le and double cycling for 
%%o/~ach relevant interval and app ly policy which results in shortest distancE 
fo r i = 1 : s i z e ( Ov , 1 ) 

if OvL(i,3)==1 
u = OvL ( i , 1 ) ; 
l = OvL ( i , 2 ) ; 

e l se 
u = OvL( i , 2); 
l = OvL ( i , 1 ) ; 

end 
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x = 2 * (Ov(i ,2) -Ov(i , 1)) * (CUL(OvL(i ,3) , OvL(i ,1)) + CUL(OvL(i ,4) ,0 
y = (Ov(i ,2) -Ov(i , 1)) * (CUL(OvL(i ,3) ,OvL(i , 1)) + CUL(OvL(i ,4) ,OvL(i ,2 
D3 = D3 + min(x,y)-x; 
DO = [DO ; x y] ; %#ok <*AGROW> 

end 

OvLDist = [OvL DO] ; 

%%% Calculate total distance 
Dist = Dl+D2+D3 ; 

A.2 Transformation JQC to Time Schedule 

The matlab file depicted below transform the JQC into a Time Schedule. In the code the 
JQC is referred to as Parent and the Time Schedule is divided into the times per crane being 
ctl and ct2 respectively. 

function [ctl, ct2 , clt, c2t, CT] = Schedule2(Parent, U, L) 
%%% Schedule jobs in time 

cl = []; 
c2 = []; 
c1t [ l ; 
c2t = []; 

%%Create two li sts each consisting of the jobs clone by each c r ane 
for i = 1: size(Parent,2) 

end 

i f P arent (2, i)==l 
cl= [cl [Parent(l,i); i]]; 
clt = [clt ; P arent( l ,i) ] ; 

e l se if Parent (2, i)==2 

end 

c2 = [ c2 [ Parent ( 1, i) ; i]]; %#ok <*AGROW> 
c2t = [ c2t; Parent ( 1 , i ) ] ; 

te= [ü O]; 
ctl = [] ; 
ct2 = [] ; 
j 1 -1; 
j2 = lelü; 

%%Determine from which li st the next job will be sched ul ed based on the en, 
%%t h e right most job s on each crane and both the vicini ty and non-crossing 
%%c o n s t r a i n t . A f t e r t h i s s e 1 e c t i o n c a 1 c u 1 a t e t he s t a r t time o f t h i s j o b . 



A.2. Transformation JQC to Time Schedule 

w hile - isempty (cl) 11 - isempty ( c2) 
i f - isempty (cl) && - is empty ( c2) 

xl = cl ( 1 , 1); 
x2 = c2(1,1); 
yl = c l (2 , 1) ; 
y2 = c2 ( 2 , 1) ; 
if t c (l) = tc(2) 

if yl < y2 

e l se 

ctl = [ c tl te (1) te (l)+U(xl) te (l)+U(xl)+L(xl)]; 
1; 
t c (l) = ct l(end); 
j 1 = xl ; 
cl= cl(l:2,2:size(cl,2)); 

ct2 = [c t2 tc(2) tc(2)+U(x2) tc(2)+U(x2)+L(x2)]; 
2; 
tc(2) = ct 2(end); 
j2 = x2 ; 
c2 = c2 ( 1 : 2 , 2: si ze ( c2 , 2) ) ; 

end 
elseif yl < y2 

if t c( l) = min(t c ) 
if xl < j2-1 
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c tl = [ c tl tc(l) tc(l)+U(xl) t c (l)+U(xl)+L(xl)] ; 
3; 

e l se 

e l se 

tc(l) = ctl(end); 
j 1 = xl ; 
c l= cl(l:2 , 2:siz e (cl , 2)); 

ctl = [ctl t c (2) tc(2)+U(xl) tc(2)+U(xl)+L(xl)]; 
4; 
tc(l) = ctl(end); 
j 1 = xl; 
cl= cl (1:2 ,2: size(cl , 2)) ; 

end 

i f x2 > j 1 +1 

e l se 

ct2 = [ct2 tc(2) t c (2)+U(x2) tc(2)+U(x2)+L(x2)]; 
5 ; 
tc(2) = ct2(end); 
j 2 = x2 ; 
c2 = c2 ( 1: 2 , 2 : si ze ( c2 , 2)) ; 

c tl = [ctl tc(l) t c (l)+U(xl) t c (l)+U(xl)+L(xl)]; 
tc(2) t c (l) ; 
6; 
tc(l) = ctl(end); 
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end 

j 1 = xl; 
cl= cl(l:2,2:size(cl,2)); 

end 
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elseif y2 < yl 

end 

i f t c ( 2 ) = min ( t c ) 

else 

end 

i f x2 > j 1 +1 

e lse 

ct2 = [ct2 tc(2) tc(2)+U(x2) tc(2)+U(x2)+L(x2)]; 
7; 
tc(2) = ct2(end); 
j2 = x2; 
c2 = c2 ( 1: 2 , 2: si ze ( c2 , 2) ) ; 

ct2 = [ct2 tc(l) tc(l)+U(x2) tc(l)+U(x2)+L(x2)]; 
8; 
tc(2) = ct2(end); 
j 2 = x2; 
c2 = c2(1:2,2:size(c2,2)); 

end 

if xl < j2-1 

else 

ctl = [ctl tc(l) tc(l)+U(xl) tc(l)+U(xl)+L(xl)]; 
9; 
tc(l) = ctl(end); 
j 1 = xl; 
cl= cl(l:2,2:size(cl,2)); 

ct2 = [ct2 tc(2) tc(2)+U(x2) tc(2)+U(x2)+L(x2)]; 
tc(l) = tc(2); 
1 O; 
tc(2) = ct2(end); 
j 2 = x2; 
c2 = c2(1:2,2:size(c2,2)); 

end 

elseif isempty(cl) 
x2 = c2(1,1); 
if tc(l) = min(tc) Il tc(l) = tc(2) 

ct2 = [ ct2 te (2) te (2)+U(x2) te (2)+U(x2)+L(x2)]; 
11; 
tc(2) = ct2(end); 
j2 = x2; 
c2 = c2(1:2,2:size(c2,2)); 



A.2. Transformation JQC to Time Schedule 

e l se 

end 
end 

e ls e 

end 

i f x2 > j 1 +1 

e l se 

c t2 s = max( ctl( end-2) , t c (2)); 
c t2 = [ c t2 c t2 s c t2 s+u(x2) c t2 s+u(x2)+L(x2)] ; 
12 ; 
tc(2) = c t2(end) ; 
j2 x2 ; 
c2 = c2 ( 1: 2 , 2: s i ze ( c2 , 2) ) ; 

c t2 = [ct2 tc(l) tc(l)+U(x2) tc(l)+U(x2)+L(x2)]; 
13; 
tc(2) = ct 2(end); 
j2 x2 ; 
c2 = c2(1:2,2:size(c2,2)); 

end 

xl cl (1 , 1) ; 
i f t c ( 2 ) = min ( t c ) 11 t c ( 1 ) = t c ( 2 ) 

ctl = [ctl t c (l) tc(l)+U(xl) t c (l)+U(xl)+L(xl)] ; 
14 ; 
t c (l) = ctl(end); 
jl = xl; 
cl= cl(l:2,2:size(cl,2)); 

e l se 

end 

if xl < j2 - 1 

e l se 

c tl s = max(ct2( end-2) , t c (l)); 
ct l = [ctl ctls c tl s+U(xl) c tls+u(xl)+L(xl )] ; 
15; 
tc(l) = ct l(end) ; 
j 1 = xl ; 
cl= c l(l:2,2: s iz e(c l , 2)) ; 

ct l = [ c tl tc(2) tc(2)+U(xl) tc(2)+U(xl)+L(xl)] ; 
16 ; 
t c (l) = ct l(end) ; 
jl = xl; 
c l= cl(l:2,2: s i ze (cl,2)); 

end 

CT = max( te); 
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A.3 Exhaustive Method 

The program which executes the Exhaustive Method consists of a number of files which are 
encapsulated . The first file is the main file after which each following file is encapsulated in 
a previous file. 

NrJ = 8 ; 
NrC = 2 ; 
CraneD = 12; 

NewP arent = [1 : NrJ ;on es (l , NrJ)] ; 
[ c tl , c t2 , cl , c2 , NewCT] = Sc h edul e 2 (NewParent , U , L) ; 
[Ov , OvL] = O ve rl a p ( ctl , c t2 , c l , c2 , NrC) ; 
[NewDis t , OvLDist] = Di s tance ( c l , c2 , Ov , OvL , CraneD , CUL , UL ,U ,L) ; 

B es tDi s t = NewDist ; 
Bes tP a r e nt = NewP arent ; 
Best CT = NewCT ; 
Bes tCTDis t = NewDist ; 
Bes tP arentCT = NewParent ; 

whil e sum(NewParent(2 , l:NrJ/2+1)==2) < NrJ/2+1 11 sum(NewP arent(l , :)= = NrJ: 

end 

NewParent = NewP( NewParent , NrJ) ; 
[ e t 1 , c t2 , c l , c2 , NewCT] = Sch e d ul e 2 ( NewParent , U , L) ; 
[ Ov , Ov L] = 0 ve rl a p ( c t 1 , c t 2 , cl , c 2 , N rC ) ; 
[NewDist , OvLDist] = Di s t a n ce (cl , c2 , Ov, OvL , CraneD , CUL, UL,U,L) ; 

i f New Dis t < Bes tDi s t 

end 

Bes tDi s t = NewDist ; 
Bes tP a r ent = NewParent ; 
CTDist = NewCT ; 

i f NewCT < BestCT 11 NewCT = BestCT && New Dist < B es tCTDist 
Best CT = NewCT ; 
Bes tCTDis t = NewDist; 
Bes tP a rentCT = NewP arent; 

end 

fun c tion [NewParent] = NewP(P ar ent , NrJ) 

if Parent (1 , :) = NrJ : -1:1 
to e 



A.4. Generation of Job Sets and Yard Positions 

e l se 

x = 1:NrJ; 
y = NextCr(Parent (2 ,:) ,NrJ); 
NewParent = [x;y]; 

x = NextJb(Parent (1 ,:) ,NrJ); 
NewParent = [x ;Parent (2 ,:)]; 

end 

function [y] = NextCr(x,NrJ) 

y = ones ( 1, NrJ); 
while sum(y==l)<(NrJ/2)-1 11 sum(y==l)>(NrJ /2)+ 1 

end 

for i = length(x) :-1:1 
ifx(i)=l 

end 
end 

y = [x(l :i-1) 2 ones(l,length(x)-i)]; 
X = y; 
break 

function [ JbN] = NextJb ( Jb, NrJ) 

for i = NrJ:-1:1 

end 

if Jb(i)>Jb(i-1) 
X = Î -1; 

end 

if Jb(x)<Jb(NrJ) 
y = NrJ; 

e 1 se 
JbN = [Jb(l:x-1) Jb(y) sort(Jb(x:y- 1))] ; 

[c,y] = max(Jb(x)>[NrJ*(l:x) Jb(x+l:NrJ)]); 
y = y-1; 
JbN = [Jb(l:x-1) Jb(y) sort([Jb(x:y-1) Jb(y+l:NrJ)])]; 

end 
break 

A.4 Generation of Job Sets and Yard Positions 

NrC = 2; 
CraneD = 12; 
CoorYard = [] ; 
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%%%Generate Job Set 
U=round(30* rand (1 , NrJ)); 
L=round (30* rand ( 1, NrJ)); 

%%%Generate Yard Positions 
cu = [] ; 
CL= [] ; 
for i = 1: NrJ 

end 

xu round(584*rand(l , 1)) ; 
yu round(100+475nand ( 1 , 1)); 
xl round(584*rand(l , 1)) ; 
y l round(100+475nand ( 1 , 1 )); 
CoorYard = [ CoorYard; xu yu x l y l] ; 
CU = [CU abs (250+Nrh12-xu)+yu] ; 
CL= [CL abs(250+Nrh12- xl)+y l] ; 

CUL = [CU ;CL] 
UL = [] ; 
yrow = 7 5 : 1 0 0: 5 7 5 ; 
for 1 = l:NrJ 

for j = l:NrJ 
temp = [] ; 
for k = 1: length (yrow) 
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temp = [ temp; abs ( yrow ( k)-CoorYard ( i , 2)) + abs ( yrow ( k)-CoorYard ( 
end 

end 

UL(i ,j) = min(temp)+abs(CoorYard(i,1)-CoorYard(j ,3)); 
end 

A.5 Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

%%% Thi s program i s a simu lated annea lin g a lgort im e used to opt imi ze the 
%%% overlap time within a assigned schedu le . 

c l c 

maxitr = 50000 ; 
ItResult = [] ; 
absmin = 1 elü; 
Ini = [1:NrJ;ones( l ,ce il(NrJ /2)) 2*ones(l,floor(NrJ/2))]; 
Yl -1.014 7; 
Y2 = 21715; 



A.5. Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

cs a = exp(-Nrltt/5000)/Yl+Y2; 
CheckVa lue = l e lO0 ; 

%%% lnitializ e co unt e r s 

NrC = 2 ; 
CraneD = 12 ; 

Parent = Ini ; 

%%% Ch ecks on th e input g i v e n by th e u se r 
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% i f l e n g th (Ur= le ngth (L) l l l e n g th (Ur= le ngth ( lni) ; e rror ( ' Load , unlo a d and 

if P a rent(2 ,: ) <= NrC 
if P a re nt (2 , :) > 0 
e l se 

e rror ( ' Cra ne e rror in init a l gu ess ' ) 
end 

e l se 
e rr o r ( ' Crane e rror in in i t a l gu ess ' ) 

end 

%% Optimize Di s t a n ce 

%%%Initi a liz e p e rform a n ce m eas ur es 
CurrentV a lu e = l e lü; 
MinValue = CurrentV a lu e; 
ItLi s t = [] ; 

Hold = [] ; 
%%%G en er a t e new p a r e nt 
for j =1:m a xitr 

random = rand ( 1 , le ngth ( Parent)) ; 
[ C , x] = max ( random ) ; 
[C , y] = min(random) ; 

%V a r i a bl es u sed to keep tr ac k of min 

NewP arent [ Parent (: , 1: x-1) P a rent (: , x+l: l e n g th ( P a r ent))]; 
NewPa rent = [NewPa rent(: , 1 : y-1) [P a r ent(l , x) ; round(rand(l)+l)] NewParentl 

%%%C a lcul a t e ov e rl a p and comple tion time for new p a r e nt 
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end 
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[ e t 1 , c t2 , cl , c2 , NewCT] = Sch e d ul e 2 ( NewParent , U , L); 
[Ov , OvL] = Overl a p( ctl , ct2 , c l , c2 , NrC) ; 
[NewDist , OvLDist] = Di s t a n ce (cl , c2 , Ov , OvL , CraneD , CUL , UL , U , L) ; 
NewValue = NewDist ; 

%%%R eplace b es t v a lu e if new p a r e n t ex cee d s c urr e nt v a lu e 
if NewValue < MinValue 

MinValue = NewValue ; 
MinP arent = NewP arent ; 
MinCTDist = NewCT; 
ItLi s t = [ ItLi s t j NewDist MinCTDist] ; 

end 

%%3/SIMULATED ANNEALING 
%%%D ec id e i f NewP arent i s acce pt ed 
if NewValue < CurrentV a lu e 11 NewValue CurrentV a lu e 

P a r ent = NewP arent; 
CurrentV a lue = NewValue; 

e l se if r a nd > exp((CurrentVa lue -NewValue ) /csa ) 
P a r ent = NewParent ; 
CurrentV a lu e = NewValue; 

end 

Nrltt = j+maxitn(k-l)+m axitHNrP*(q-1) ; 
csa = exp(-Nrlt t / 5000) /Yl+Y2 ; 
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Job Sets and correspond Yard 
Layout 

B.1 Vessels consisting of 8 jobs 

1 503 267 654 617 445 501 373 408 

1 522 248 673 636 500 520 318 427 

I 331 337 482 445 375 329 443 236 

DistYardsi = 1 221 343 372 335 303 219 449 126 

1 497 645 224 189 133 499 751 378 

1 145 279 296 259 367 143 385 50 

I 308 520 99 64 208 310 562 253 

l 266 536 167 202 392 268 470 357 

Table B.l: Distances between the containers in the yard fora job set consisting of 8 jobs (first 
yard configuration) 

Dist Y ardQuays 1 = 1 866 885 694 584 644 508 455 253 

l 363 637 420 455 645 365 567 458 

Table B.2: Distances between the containers in the yard and the positions at the quay for a 
job set consisting of 8 jobs (first yard configuration) 
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DL81 = f26 20 27 14 7 3 17 241 DL82 = f25 6 11 24 29 3 15 141 

L23 28 7 8 24 28 11 19 j L7 9 24 8 2 20 28 15j 

DL83 = f29 7 25 25 10 5 7 221 DL84 = f5 10 25 13 26 20 21 231 

L7 8 3 20 21 24 29 25j L2 20 8 24 3 17 5 3j 

DL8s = f23 15 2 16 23 18 13 141 DL86 = f7 22 7 14 10 13 211 

L12 24 13 20 11 13 22 25j L23 14 13 0 23 16 4 9j 

DL87 = f30 20 6 26 28 16 19 181 DL88 = f26 13 27 7 29 22 11 231 

L13 13 14 10 15 3 26 2J L15 29 8 12 24 9 13 8j 

DL89 = r2 4 24 8 15 24 5 291 DL810 = f8 5 27 6 21 29 17 171 

L 16 11 6 21 21 14 10 lOJ L14 2 4 12 4 20 5 16j 

DL811 = f7 19 28 3 1 18 10 221 DL812 = f7 6 18 9 23 16 141 

L27 5 22 30 30 5 20 llj L9 18 26 6 25 15 29 6j 

DL813 = f24 16 25 27 5 6 12 51 DL814 = f5 23 24 16 11 19 l 91 

L10 27 6 19 13 28 19 1 J L3 12 12 13 21 29 10 19j 

DLa,s = f5 11 27 3 23 3 23 251 DL816 = f30 2 20 9 18 29 11 

L3o 2 8 29 24 10 25 22j L28 0 7 21 14 5 29 12j 

DL817 = flO 2 15 8 16 24 30 11 DLa,a = f6 24 19 8 2 2 28 71 

L2 8 15 28 15 0 17j L3 1 28 25 2 23 7 24J 

DLa19 = fll 8 19 2 15 21 1 81 DL820 = f25 3 20 15 17 2 26 151 

L 1 21 11 15 25 21 11 2j L25 26 15 29 8 15 27 13j 

Table B.3: Discharge and loading times for the job set consisting of jobs of size 8 
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1 322 389 462 535 629 185 616 791 

I 298 607 176 587 343 403 504 545 

I 218 415 286 431 453 211 440 615 

DistY arda2 = 1 304 613 204 593 371 409 510 573 

1 397 706 249 686 396 502 579 618 

1 383 392 533 94 462 604 201 212 

I 408 273 558 119 487 485 226 331 

l 332 193 482 155 411 405 236 411 

Table B.4: Distances between the containers in the yard for a job set consisting of 8 jobs 
(second yard configuration) 

DistY ardQuaya2 = 1 419 637 445 643 736 580 461 381 

l 339 188 489 536 630 234 617 192 

Table B.5: Distances between the containers in the yard and the positions at the quay for a 
job set consisting of 8 jobs (second yard configuration) 
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B.2 Vessels consisting of 6 jobs 

DL61 = flü 14 11 20 17 201 DLG2 = f23 22 23 23 25 231 

ll5 12 14 2 12 29J l29 3 12 15 8 1 J 

DL63 = f29 22 4 4 21 111 DL64 = f20 20 8 25 9 11 

l2 12 4 24 28 0J l3 24 21 24 19 25J 

DL6s = fl 12 7 14 26 81 DL6G = flü 20 2 22 15 281 

l 18 1 5 25 6 25J l9 11 3 29 13 3J 

DL61 = f22 15 10 23 25 81 DL6s = f27 17 13 5 7 131 

ll6 13 5 18 28 3J L16 11 23 26 22 12 J 

DL69 = f18 19 4 15 9 171 DL610 = f8 24 15 17 21 31 

l28 13 1 28 28 llJ l26 28 3 25 27 0J 

DL611 = fl6 20 12 19 23 171 DL612 = f8 12 17 13 3 221 

ll9 8 25 13 19 25J l 1 13 29 16 27J 

DL61J = fll 27 8 27 27 121 DL614 = f7 7 19 9 25 271 

ll9 17 27 6 0 26J l28 12 24 5 19 21J 

DL61 s = f3 16 27 8 7 251 DLG16 = fl9 21 8 12 11 231 

ll5 5 7 20 17 9J l4 27 9 15 24 20J 

DL611 = r 4 21 4 28 27 151 DLG1s = f6 13 0 10 4 141 

l20 29 4 23 25 23J l 17 24 13 16 28 27J 

DLG1 9 = r 16 27 2 24 10 71 DLG20 = f26 28 20 28 8 271 

l25 10 5 1 29 20J l28 9 2 23 3 22J 

Table B.6: Discharge and loading t imes for the job set consisting of jobs of size 6 
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r 528 612 103 203 51 341 

1 313 405 360 372 384 490 

DistYard6 = 1 400 484 319 169 267 81 

1 235 95 560 572 584 440 

l 223 307 408 344 356 212 

L 288 372 267 279 291 293 

Table B. 7: Distances between the containers in the yard for a job set consisting of 6 jobs 

DistY ardQuay6 = f 488 155 478 543 489 266 

L 308 448 515 527 539 559 

Table B.8: Distances between the containers in the yard and the positions at the quay for a 
job set consisting of 6 jobs 
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B.3 Vessels consisting of 4 jobs 

DL41 = r26 17 23 271 DL42 = ri 0 18 181 

l25 4 6 5 J l28 22 9 15J 

DL43 = r8 22 4 221 DL44 = r14 3 25 211 

l24 22 10 18 J l8 29 6 9J 

DL4s = r12 7 6 211 DL46 = r28 6 0 271 

l5 16 9 14 J l20 15 16 3J 

DL41 = r3o 11 19 121 DL1s = ri 25 91 

l0 16 15 7 J l24 29 18 23J 

DL49 = r22 20 20 281 DL410 = r 4 13 16 121 

l16 12 20 13 J ll2 23 16 15J 

DL41 1 = r3 8 13 191 DL41 2 = r29 5 29 181 

l21 30 28 3 J l7 2 9 24J 

DL413 = r2 11 4 51 DL414 = r5 20 15 91 

l2 21 3 19 J l25 25 28 0J 

DL4 1s = r19 0 3 31 DL416 = fl2 13 19 241 

lll 7 10 7 J l8 25 22 25J 

DL411 = r5 2 18 211 DL41 s = r24 3 22 271 

l3 3 18 24 J ll4 2 7 22J 

DL419 = r1 13 16 291 DL420 = r3o 7 18 251 

l6 3 19 3 J l25 15 23 27J 

Table B.9: Discharge and loading t imes for the job set consisting of jobs of size 4 
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r 220 125 292 186 

DistYard4 = 1 516 509 148 506 

1 120 419 388 130 

l 534 311 360 500 
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Table B.10: Distances between the containers in the yard for a job set consisting of 4 jobs 

DistYardQuay4 = f 445 179 541 687 

l 551 544 327 541 

Table B.11: Distances between the containers in the yard and the positions at the quay fora 
job set consisting of 4 jobs 


